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Feminist Biblical Interpretation

A Compendium of Critical Commentary on the Books of the Bible and Related Literature

Luise Schottroff and Marie-Theres Wacker, editors
Translated by Martin Rumscheidt et al.

The original (1998) German edition of Feminist Biblical Interpretation received high acclaim and widespread positive reviews in Europe, leading to the publication of a second edition within only five months. This groundbreaking reference tool for contextual biblical interpretation is now available in English for the first time.

With contributions from more than sixty female scholars, this is the leading one-volume feminist commentary on the entire Bible — the Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant canons, plus several “noncanonical” writings — including books that are relatively uncharted territory for feminist theology.

“There is no compendium like this: it contains no repetition of things already said a hundred times but, rather, to-the-point coherent feminist readings of biblical books, with clear emphases on issues relevant to feminist research and excellent bibliographic references to feminist output. This compendium is a ‘must have can’t work without’ book for scholars as well as all those interested in the Bible and feminism.”

— Kristin De Troyer
University of St. Andrews

“The publication in English of this volume is an event to be warmly welcomed. . . . The authors approach their texts from a variety of angles, raising questions and issues that seldom make their way into other biblical commentaries; each commentary will delight readers with unexpected surprises. Thanks to the translators and editors for bringing a wonderful collection of contextualized German biblical scholarship to the English-speaking world.”

— John C. Endres, S.J.
Jesuit School of Theology, Santa Clara University and Graduate Theological Union

“We owe a tremendous debt to Luise Schottroff and Marie-Theres Wacker for overseeing this compendium of feminist critical study of the Scriptures. . . . The authors approach their texts from a variety of angles, raising questions and issues that seldom make their way into other biblical commentaries; each commentary will delight readers with unexpected surprises. Thanks to the translators and editors for bringing a wonderful collection of contextualized German biblical scholarship to the English-speaking world.”

— Fernando Segovia
Vanderbilt University

Luise Schottroff is professor emeritus of New Testament at the University of Kassel, Germany.

Marie-Theres Wacker is professor for Old Testament and gender research in theology at the University of Münster, Germany.

978-0-8028-6097-2 / paperback / 1055 pages / $80.00 (£53.99) / December

Introducing a noteworthy, innovative commentary series — ILLUMINATIONS

Seeking to stimulate interest in the literary quality, meaning, and significance of the Old Testament, New Testament, and deuterocanonical writings, the Illuminations series is designed to provide interpretation accessible to all readers, followed by more in-depth commentary on textual criticism, language, culture, and reception history.

Job 1–21

Interpretation and Commentary

C. L. Seow

The Hebrew book of Job is by all accounts an exquisite piece of literary art that has its rightful place among the most outstanding compositions in world literature. Yet it is also widely recognized as an immensely difficult text to understand.

This inaugural Illuminations commentary by C. L. Seow pays close attention to the reception history of Job, including Jewish, Muslim, Christian, and Western secular interpretations as expressed in theological, philosophical, and literary writings and in the visual and performing arts. In this volume Seow offers a primarily literary-theological interpretation of Job, a new translation, and detailed commentary.

“We owe a tremendous debt to Luise Schottroff and Marie-Theres Wacker for overseeing this compendium of feminist critical study of the Scriptures. . . . The authors approach their texts from a variety of angles, raising questions and issues that seldom make their way into other biblical commentaries; each commentary will delight readers with unexpected surprises. Thanks to the translators and editors for bringing a wonderful collection of contextualized German biblical scholarship to the English-speaking world.”

— Kristin De Troyer
University of St. Andrews

“The publication in English of this volume is an event to be warmly welcomed. . . . The authors approach their texts from a variety of angles, raising questions and issues that seldom make their way into other biblical commentaries; each commentary will delight readers with unexpected surprises. Thanks to the translators and editors for bringing a wonderful collection of contextualized German biblical scholarship to the English-speaking world.”

— John C. Endres, S.J.
Jesuit School of Theology, Santa Clara University and Graduate Theological Union

“We owe a tremendous debt to Luise Schottroff and Marie-Theres Wacker for overseeing this compendium of feminist critical study of the Scriptures. . . . The authors approach their texts from a variety of angles, raising questions and issues that seldom make their way into other biblical commentaries; each commentary will delight readers with unexpected surprises. Thanks to the translators and editors for bringing a wonderful collection of contextualized German biblical scholarship to the English-speaking world.”

— Fernando Segovia
Vanderbilt University

Luise Schottroff is professor emeritus of New Testament at the University of Kassel, Germany.

Marie-Theres Wacker is professor for Old Testament and gender research in theology at the University of Münster, Germany.

978-0-8028-6097-2 / paperback / 1055 pages / $80.00 (£53.99) / December

C. L. Seow is Henry Snyder Gehman Professor of Old Testament Language and Literature at Princeton Theological Seminary. A recognized expert in Old Testament studies, he has also written the Anchor Bible commentary on Ecclesiastes.

978-0-8028-4895-6 / hardcover / 31 photos & drawings / 922 pages / $95.00 (£62.99) / December
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Early Judaism
A Comprehensive Overview
John J. Collins and Daniel C. Harlow, editors

Culled from The Eerdmans Dictionary of Early Judaism, a monumental, groundbreaking reference work published in late 2010, Early Judaism: A Comprehensive Overview contains fifteen first-rate essays from a diverse group of internationally renowned scholars. These essays together provide the most comprehensive and authoritative overview available of Judaism in the Hellenistic and early Roman periods.

Contents
Early Judaism in Modern Scholarship  John J. Collins
Jewish History from Alexander to Hadrian  Chris Seaton and Adam Kolman Marshak
Judaism in the Land of Israel  James C. VanderKam
Judaism in the Diaspora  Erich S. Gruen
The Jewish Scriptures: Texts, Versions, Canons  Eugene Ulrich
Early Jewish Biblical Interpretation  James L. Kugel
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha  Loren T. Stuckenbruck
The Dead Sea Scrolls  Eibert Tigchelaar
Early Jewish Literature Written in Greek  Katell Berthelot
Philo  Gregory E. Sterling, Maren R. Niehoff, Annemies van den Hock, and David T. Runia
Josephus  Steve Mason, John M. G. Barclay, and James S. McLaren
Archaeology, Papyri, and Inscriptions  Jürgen K. Zangenberg
Jews among Greeks and Romans  Miriam Pucci Ben Zeev
Early Judaism and Early Christianity  Daniel C. Harlow
Early Judaism and Rabbinic Judaism  Lawrence H. Schiffman

John J. Collins is Holmes Professor of Old Testament Criticism and Interpretation at Yale Divinity School, New Haven, Connecticut. His many books include King and Messiah as Son of God (with Adela Yarbro Collins) and Beyond the Qumran Community.

Daniel C. Harlow is professor of New Testament and Early Judaism at Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan, and coeditor (with John J. Collins) of The Eerdmans Dictionary of Early Judaism.

978-0-8028-6922-7 / paperback / 464 pages
$35.00 / £23.99 / November

Old Testament Pseudepigrapha
More Noncanonical Scriptures
Volume 1
Richard Bauckham, James R. Davila, and Alexander Panayotov, editors
Foreword by James H. Charlesworth

This work stands among the most important publications in biblical studies over the past twenty-five years. Intended to complement James Charlesworth’s Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, Richard Bauckham, James Davila, and Alexander Panayotov’s new two-volume collection adds a great many previously unpublished or newly translated texts. Providing the reader with virtually all known surviving pseudepigrapha written before the rise of Islam, this volume presents the sacred legends and spiritual reflections of numerous works that were lost, neglected, or suppressed for many centuries, with authoritative yet accessible introductions to each text.

Richard Bauckham is professor emeritus of New Testament at the University of St. Andrews, Scotland, and senior scholar at the University of Cambridge, England.

James R. Davila is professor of early Jewish studies at the University of St. Andrews.

Alexander Panayotov is research associate in the Divinity Faculty at the University of Cambridge.

978-0-8028-2739-5 / hardcover / 800 pages
$90.00 / £59.99 / January

Thomas and the Gospels
The Case for Thomas’s Familiarity with the Synoptics
Mark Goodacre

“With firm and vigorous (but never shrill) argumentation, incisive critique of other views, and full and clearheaded handling of the data, Mark Goodacre mounts a cogent, persuasive case that the Gospel of Thomas reflects acquaintance with the Synoptic Gospels. This is not a rehash of earlier arguments but a creative treatment that introduces new analysis of this important early Christian text.”

— Larry W. Hurtado
University of Edinburgh

“Meticulous, adroit, and closely reasoned, this work will immediately become the definitive presentation of the case that Thomas draws on the Synoptics. Those who take the contrary position truly have their work cut out for them.”

— Dale C. Allison Jr.
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary

“This book is quietly revolutionary, turning on its head sixty years of scholarship… Those on both sides of the divide have much to learn from Goodacre’s meticulous scholarship.”

— Nicola Denzey Lewis
Brown University

“Goodacre engages the secondary literature carefully, challenges exaggerated claims and unjust assumptions, and offers valuable insight… Anyone who cares at all about the Gospel of Thomas cannot afford to neglect this book.”

— Klyne Snodgrass
North Park Theological Seminary

Mark Goodacre is associate professor in New Testament at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina. His other books include The Case against Q: Studies in Markan Priority and the Synoptic Problem. He is well known for NТGateway.com, an award-winning web directory of internet New Testament resources.

978-0-8028-6748-3 / paperback / 236 pages
$39.00 / Available
North America rights only; SPCK elsewhere
Salty Wives, Spirited Mothers, and Savvy Widows

*Capable Women of Purpose and Persistence in Luke’s Gospel*

F. Scott Spencer

Engaging various fields of scholarship, *Salty Wives, Spirited Mothers, and Savvy Widows* demonstrates and celebrates the remarkable capability and ingenuity of several women in the Gospel of Luke. While recent studies have exposed women’s limited opportunities for ministry in Luke, Scott Spencer pulls the pendulum back from a negative feminist-critical pole toward a more constructive center. Granting that Luke sends somewhat mixed messages about women’s work and status as Jesus’ disciples, Spencer analyzes such women as Mary, Elizabeth, Joanna, Martha, and Mary, and the infamous yet intriguing wife of Lot — whom Jesus exHORTs his followers to “remember” — as well as the unrelentingly persistent women characters in Jesus’ parables.

**Contents**

**Toward Bluer Skies: Reducing the Threat Level and Resurrecting Feminist Studies of Women in Luke**

**Can We Go On Together with Suspicious Minds? Doubt and Trust as Both Sides of the Hermeneutical ‘Coin’ (Luke 15:8-9)**

**A Woman’s Right to Choose? Mother Mary as Spirited Agent and Actor (Luke 1:1-2)**

**The Quest for the Historical Joanna: Follower of Jesus, Friend of Mary Magdalene, and Wife of Herod’s Official (Luke 8:3; 24:10)**

**A Testy Hostess and Her Lazy Sister? Martha, Mary, and the Household Rivals Type Scene (Luke 10:38-42)**


“Capable Woman, Who Can Find?” We Have Found Some in Luke!


978-0-8028-6762-9 / paperback / 384 pages
$30.00 [£19.99] / December

---

**The Disciples according to Mark**

*Markan Redaction in Current Debate*

Second Edition

C. Clifton Black

Redaction criticism, the attempt to identify biblical authors’ theological interests by examining their adaptation of sources, has long been a standard method for interpreting the Gospels — even Mark, whose sources and traditions are among the most uncertain.

In *The Disciples according to Mark* Clifton Black presents a pioneering critique of redaction-critical interpretations of Mark’s Gospel. This second edition includes a new afterword that traces scholarly currents in Markan redaction and discipleship, responds to critics of the first (1989) edition, and assesses its contributions.

“As a model of careful scholarship this book should be required reading for graduate courses in the history or methods of New Testament scholarship.”

— John R. Donahue in *PERKINS JOURNAL*

“As a whole, this study is a tribute to its author’s remarkable capacity to engage in sustained, penetrating critique. . . . [Black’s] dissection is accomplished with a measured evenhandedness.”

— Joel B. Green in *CATHOLIC BIBLICAL QUARTERLY*

**Contents**

3. Type I: The ‘Conservative’ Position of Robert P. Meye
4. Type II: The ‘Mediate’ Position of Ernest Best
5. Type III: The ‘Liberal’ Position of Theodore J. Weeden Sr.
6. The Three Types Collated: A Comparison and Contrast of the Perspective, Method, and Results of Meye, Best, and Weeden
7. The Rehabilitation of the Redaction-Critical Method?
8. Method in Markan Study: Appraisal and Conclusion: Preface and Conclusion: Deductions and Directions

Afterword: Mark’s Disciples and Markan Redaction after Twenty-Five Years

C. Clifton Black is Otto A. Piper Professor of Biblical Theology at Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, New Jersey.

978-0-8028-2798-2 / paperback / 421 pages
$45.00 [£29.99] / November

---

**The Tomb of Jesus and His Family?**

*Exploring Ancient Jewish Tombs Near Jerusalem’s Walls*

James H. Charlesworth, editor

About twenty-five years ago archaeologists discovered a tomb near Jerusalem that contained a family’s ossuaries — ancient Near Eastern limestone bone boxes — inscribed with some familiar New Testament names: Mary, Joseph, James, Mary Magdalene, and Jesus. In 2007 the Discovery Channel produced and broadcast a documentary on “The Lost Tomb of Jesus,” raising interest — and controversy — among the public and specialists alike. Could this really be the tomb of Jesus and his family?

In January of 2008 an internationally renowned group of some thirty scholars met in Jerusalem to discuss that very question. Covering the archaeological facts about the discovery, Jewish burial customs during the late Second Temple period, first-century inscriptions, the Talpiot tomb, the James ossuary, the Holy Sepulcher, and beliefs about burial and the afterlife within Second Temple Judaism, this volume presents their expert perspectives on a much-publicized topic.

**Contributors**


James H. Charlesworth is George L. Collord Professor of New Testament and director of the Dead Sea Scrolls Project at Princeton Theological Seminary. Among his many books is *The Good and Evil Serpent*, winner of the 2011 Christianity Today Book Award in Biblical Studies.

978-0-8028-6745-2 / paperback / 592 pages
$48.00 [£31.99] / January
A Cultural Handbook to the Bible

John J. Pilch

This valuable handbook will help contemporary Western readers to understand ancient Middle Eastern realities (marriage, virginity, the sky, etc.) as the original Middle Eastern audience would have understood what the biblical authors were communicating. In short, accessible chapters John Pilch discusses sixty-three topics related to the cosmos, the earth, persons, family, language, human consciousness, God and the spirit world, and entertainment.

“A Cultural Handbook to the Bible is a splendid resource for teachers (at any level), preachers, and general readers seeking to bridge the gaps (geographical, historical, social, cultural) separating us today from biblical times and everyday life in antiquity.”
— John H. Elliott
University of San Francisco

“From beginning to end, John Pilch breaks the cultural world of the Bible wide open, enabling readers along the whole theological spectrum to be more considerate readers of texts that derive from a social system vastly different from our own. With this aid at their side, readers of the Bible will avoid common misinterpretations of biblical terms, symbols, behaviors, values, and more. This is a must-have resource for theologians, preachers, and students.”
— Joan C. Campbell
Atlantic School of Theology

Pilch’s Cultural Handbook to the Bible is so interesting that readers will find it hard to stop reading. Very accessible for a wide range of readers — college students, seminarians, theologians, laypersons. … Materials from this book would give lots of fizz and snap to sermons.”
— Jerome H. Neyrey
University of Notre Dame

John J. Pilch is visiting professor in the Odyssey Program at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, and was adjunct professor of biblical literature at Georgetown University for eighteen years. His other books include Flights of the Soul; Visions, Heavenly Journeys, and Peak Experiences in the Biblical World and The Cultural Dictionary of the Bible.

978-0-8028-6720-9 / paperback / 319 pages
$26.00 (£17.99) / Available

Jesus Research
New Methodologies and Perceptions

James H. Charlesworth, editor
with Brian Rhea and Petr Pokorný

This volume explores nearly every facet of Jesus research — from eyewitness criteria to the reliability of memory, from archaeology to psychology, and from oral traditions to literary sources. Written by internationally renowned Jewish and Christian scholars, this collection of never-before-published articles comes from the second (2007) Princeton-Prague Symposium on Jesus Research. It summarizes the significant advances in understanding Jesus that scholars have made in recent years through the development of diverse methodologies, focusing on these questions:

• What are the sources for studying a person in Second Temple Judaism?
• How historically reliable are Paul, Mark, John, Matthew, Luke, as well as Josephus, Tacitus, and Suetonius?
• How reliable are oral traditions and eyewitnesses in Jesus research?
• How do so-called extracanonical documents help in Jesus research?
• Was Jesus a miracle-worker, and how did this activity shape perceptions of him?
• How do other texts, like the Qur’an, inform our search?

Readers already knowledgeable in the field will discover unique angles from well-known New Testament scholars, and all will be amply informed on the current state of Jesus studies.

Contributors

James H. Charlesworth is George L. Collord Professor of New Testament and director of the Dead Sea Scrolls Project at Princeton Theological Seminary, New Jersey.

978-0-8028-6728-5 / paperback / 960 pages
$70.00 (£46.99) / March

New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity

Volume 10

S. R. Llewelyn and J. R. Harrison, editors

Produced by the Ancient History Documentary Research Centre at Macquarie University, this series reproduces and reviews recently published Greek inscriptions and papyri that illuminate the context in which the Christian church developed. Volume 10 collects significant documentary evidence that appeared in publications between 1988 and 1992.

Contents

Philosophy
1 What makes a Philosophical School?
2 Choosing ‘the strait and narrow’

Magic
3 Overcoming the ‘strong man’
4 All Grades of Angels
5 Incantation for Spirit Possession of a Boy

Cult and Oracle
6 Livia as Hecate
7 Family Honour of a Priestess of Artemis
8 Artemis triumphs over a Sorcerer’s Evil Art
9 A ‘worthy’ neopoios thanks Artemis

Public Life: Caesarian Accession
10 The Crucifix of RG 34.1 Resolved? Augustus on 28 BC
11 The ‘grace’ of Augustus paves a Street at Ephesus
12 Diplomacy over Tiberius’ Accession
13 How to celebrate Hadrian’s Accession

Public Life: Benefaction and Business
14 Antiochus IV Epiphanes in Athens
15 A Governor transmits an Imperial Privilege
16 Customs Law of the Roman Province of Asia
17 Honouring the Repairer of the Baths at Colossae

Household
18 Divorce Agreement
19 Insolent Women
20 Sale of a Horse
21 ‘Every dog has its day’

Judaica
22 The Temple Warning
23 Pay Slip of a Roman Soldier at Masada
24 The Babatha Archive and Roman Law
25 Dedication Inscription at Ostia Synagogue
26 The Names of Jewish Women

Christianity
27 ‘Diogenes the Christian’
28 A Difficult Request to ‘beloved father’ Diogenes
29 Related Greetings to Everyone

S. R. Llewelyn teaches early Christianity and Jewish studies at Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia. J. R. Harrison is Head of Theology at the Wesley Institute, Sydney, Australia.

978-0-8028-4520-7 / paperback / 280 pages
$40.00 (£26.99) / December
Is Scripture Still Holy?

Coming of Age with the New Testament
A. E. Harvey

Is the notion of “Holy Scripture” still credible? In particular, in light of modern critical study and postmodern literary theory, does the New Testament still qualify as a “holy” book?

Arguing that the New Testament must continually subject its credentials to examination for historical reliability, internal consistency, and general plausibility, A. E. Harvey tests the Bible’s credibility in seven concise chapters. In dialogue with historical criticism, he compares the New Testament to other ancient documents, examines its presentation of Jesus, and considers the New Testament’s validity as a moral guide in the twenty-first century.

Harvey’s careful examination leads him to conclude that a good case can still be made for the New Testament’s authority and “holiness,” subject to continual reassessment in the light of further advances in understanding and criticism.

“A brilliant book. Anthony Harvey shows how thinking historically has changed our perceptions of scriptural authority, and draws on his immense learning, lightly worn, to suggest how the Bible can inform and inspire Christians today. . . . This sane, sober, and lucid grappling with contemporary problems leaves readers free to make up their own minds, armed with fresh considerations. It cannot be too strongly recommended.”

— Robert Morgan
Linacre College, Oxford

“This is a timely and important book. . . . Jesus and Christians, believers and skeptics alike, will find these essays enlightening and of enormous value.”

— Rabbi David J. Goldberg
The Liberal Jewish Synagogue, London

A. E. Harvey is Emeritus Canon of Westminster, a Fellow of the George Bell Institute, and former lecturer in theology at the University of Oxford. His other books include By What Authority? The Churches and Social Concern and Companion to the New Testament.

Sacred Word,
Broken Word
Biblical Authority and the Dark Side of Scripture
Kenton L. Sparks

“If Kent Sparks addresses the crucial and often painful question that I hear people asking around the world: What do we do about the Bible’s dark passages, the places that justify genocide or conflict with one another or can’t be squared with scientific data? Sparks doesn’t follow the typical all-or-nothing responses of either left or right, but offers an honest, humble, creative, faithful, and robust approach to Scripture that presents it as part of God’s good-but-broken creation that is being redeemed in Christ. Highly recommended.”

— Brian D. McLaren
author of Naked Spirituality: A Life with God in 12 Simple Words

“The moral problems of the Old Testament, including what justice means, how peace can be gained, and how love is to be known, can be examined from a number of angles. . . . The only acceptable approaches are those that struggle with the text as Scripture, as God’s Word, and seek to find in that text what God might be saying to us today. Sacred Word, Broken Word is among the angels in pursuing this type of approach.”

— Dale C. Allison Jr.
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary

“A brilliant book. Anthony Harvey shows how thinking historically has changed our perceptions of scriptural authority, and draws on his immense learning, lightly worn, to suggest how the Bible can inform and inspire Christians today. . . . This sane, sober, and lucid grappling with contemporary problems leaves readers free to make up their own minds, armed with fresh considerations. It cannot be too strongly recommended.”

— Robert Morgan
Linacre College, Oxford

Is Scripture Still Holy? Essay and other works can be found on the Churc...
The Lives of Ordinary People in Ancient Israel
Where Archaeology and the Bible Intersect
William G. Dever

“Bill Dever has done it again — assembled cutting-edge archaeological data to paint a vibrant picture of the world of ancient Israel. . . . A wonderful resource for students of the Bible and of the biblical world.”

— Susan Ackerman
Dartmouth College

“Provides a most competent analysis of the pun-
gently grounded, material world within which flesh-
and-blood Israelites lived during the eighth century
B.C.E. . . . When not using this book as an anthropo-
logical trip to the past, readers may explore it as a
market for scintillating ideas in which they will find
new food for thought and topics for conversation.”

— Ziony Zevit
American Jewish University

“Dever writes with the acumen of an expert scholar
and the verve of an accomplished storyteller. . . . His lucid prose transforms com-
plex interpretive problems into an accessible and engaging discussion enhanced by
many well-chosen photos and drawings.”

— Carol Meyers
University of California

“A wonderful read, spiced with vast archaeological knowledge and spirited polemics.”

— Ronald Hendel
University of California

“Dever’s detailed and thorough discussion, along with the fact that this book is
one of very few works that discuss the most fundamental questions concerning
Iron Age Israelite society, will make it essential reading for students and scholars.”

— Avraham Faust
Bar-Ilan University

William G. Dever is professor emeritus of Near Eastern archaeology
and anthropology at the University of Arizona, Tucson.

978-0-8028-6701-8 / paperback / 446 pages / $25.00 (£16.99) / Available

The Israelite Samaritan Version of the Torah
First English Translation Compared with the Masoretic Version
Benyamim Tsedaka, editor and translator, with Sharon Sullivan
Forewords by Emanuel Tov and Steven Fine
Introduction by James H. Charlesworth

“More than simply a translation, this is a document infused with the unique cul-
ture of the Israelite-Samaritans as no other English translation could be. . . . The
Israelite Samaritan Version of the Torah is truly a historic piece of literature.”

— Martin G. Abegg Jr.

Benyamim Tsedaka is head of the A.B. Institute of Samaritan Studies
in Holon, Israel. Sharon Sullivan is North American representative of
the A.B. Institute of Samaritan Studies.

978-0-8028-6519-9 / hardcover / 720 pages / $100.00 (£66.99) / Forthcoming

Understanding Wisdom Literature
Conflict and Dissonance in the Hebrew Text
David Penchasinsky

A spirited introduction to wisdom literature in the Bible, David Penchasinsky’s Understanding Wisdom Literature employs the latest scholarship yet remains accessible to non-specialists and students. Israelite wisdom literature, Penchasinsky argues, records the disputes of ancient sages over basic human questions: What is the purpose of life? Is God just? Why do we suffer? Does God even exist? Penchasinsky sees conflicting answers to these questions in Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes, Ben Sira, and the Wisdom of Solomon — and does not try to harmonize them. Instead, he finds meaning in the very dissonance and contradiction within these texts.

Throughout his book Penchasinsky strikingly focuses on the “big picture” behind wisdom literature — making it easy for readers to follow and appreciate these challenging texts — without undermining each book’s distinctive features. In the process, Penchasinsky opens up this rich and fertile vein of Israelite thought and demonstrates the renewed relevance of ancient Hebrew wisdom for today.

David Penchasinsky is professor of theology at the University of St. Thomas, Saint Paul, Minnesota. His other books include Twilight of the Gods: Polytheism in the Hebrew Bible and What Rough Beast? Images of God in the Hebrew Bible.

978-0-8028-6706-3 / paperback / 141 pages / $20.00 (£12.99) / Available

The New Testament on Sexuality
William Loader

This is the fifth and final installment of William Loader’s authoritative, acclaimed series on attitudes toward sexuality in the ancient world.

“Bill Loader’s superlative multivolume study on sexuality in ancient Judaism and Christianity comes to completion with this consideration of the New Testament’s perspective on sexuality. Here Loader combines judi-
cious handling of individual texts with high-level reflection on the conceptual and ethical outlook that underpinned New Testament views on sexuality. . . . A magisterial study which will enrich the under-
standing of all who read it.”

— Paul Foster
University of Edinburgh

William Loader is professor emeritus of New Testament at Murdoch University, Perth, Australia. His other books on sexuality in early Judaism and Christianity are Philo, Josephus, and the Testaments on Sexuality; The Pseudepigrapha on Sexuality; The Dead Sea Scrolls on Sexuality; and Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees on Sexuality.

978-0-8028-6724-7 / paperback / 575 pages / $65.00 (£43.99) / Available
Hearing the Old Testament

Listening for God’s Address

Craig G. Bartholomew and David J. H. Beldman, editors

“This welcome volume addresses the famine in the land (Amos 8:11-12), specifically, the famine of hearing the life-giving word of God to the contemporary church through the Old Testament. With a fine mixture of contributions from both internationally renowned and younger Old Testament scholars, Hearing the Old Testament guides readers through vital aspects of biblical interpretation, helping us hear afresh the voice of God in the texts of Scripture. . . . An invaluable resource for all who long to hear for themselves God’s address in the Old Testament.”

— Daniel I. Block
Wheaton College

“How can we hear God speak to us in the text of Scripture to equip us for our missional voca- tion? This should be the fundamental question for critical biblical scholarship. Yet an Enlighten- ment agenda has too often separated God’s address from the tools of biblical scholarship, leaving the church bereft of a word from God. This book is an urgent plea by an eminent cast of scholars for biblical scholarship to serve the church tradition (informed by ongoing church tradition) can usefully engage each other in generative ways. The outcome, in various idioms, is a deep plunge into theological exploration that reaches in many contemporary directions, notably, faith and science, covenant and creation, food, poverty, work, and attentiveness to environment. Readers will inescapably be led in new directions of thought and interpretation by these provocative studies.”

— Walter Brueggemann
Columbia Theological Seminary

Contributors

Craig G. Bartholomew is H. Evan Runner Professor of Philosophy and professor of religion and theology at Redeemer University College, Ancaster, Ontario.

David J. H. Beldman is an instructor at Redeemer University College.

978-0-8028-6561-8 / paperback / 492 pages $32.00 (£21.99) / Available

Genesis and Christian Theology

Nathan MacDonald, Mark W. Elliott, and Grant Macaskill, editors

Genesis and Christian Theology contributes significantly to the renewed convergence of biblical studies and systematic theology — two disciplines whose relational disconnect has adversely affected not only the academy but also the church as a whole. In this book twenty-one noted scholars consider the fascinating ancient book of Genesis in dialogue with historical and contemporary theological reflection. Their essays offer new vistas on familiar texts, reawakening past debates and challenging modern clichés.

“This rich and fresh collection of essays pivots on the daring conviction that historical-critical study and theological interpretation (informed by ongoing church tradition) can usefully engage each other in generative ways. The outcome, in various idioms, is a deep plunge into theological exploration that reaches in many contemporary directions, notably, faith and science, covenant and creation, food, poverty, work, and attentiveness to environment. Readers will inescapably be led in new directions of thought and interpretation by these provocative studies.”

— Walter Brueggemann
Columbia Theological Seminary

Contributors

Nathan MacDonald is reader in Old Testament at the University of St. Andrews, Scotland, and leader of the Sofja-Kovalevskaja research team at the University of Göttingen.

Mark W. Elliott is senior lecturer in church history at the University of St. Andrews.

Grant Macaskill is lecturer in New Testament at the University of St. Andrews.

978-0-8028-6725-4 / paperback / 365 pages $36.00 (£23.99) / Available

Recently released

All Roads Lead to the Text

Eight Methods of Inquiry into the Bible

Dean B. Deppe

“Superb. . . . A one-stop source for learning (or reviewing) exegetical best practices across the gamut of established methods.”

— Robert W. Yarbrough

6594-6 / pb / 411p / $25.00 (£16.99)

Hermeneutics

An Introduction to Interpretive Theory

Stanley E. Porter and Jason C. Robinson

“Porter and Robinson have written no ordinary book on hermeneutics. Their survey of the best thinking on the subject is a masterpiece. Here is the book for those who find hermeneutical theory mysterious and baffling.”

— Craig A. Evans

6657-8 / pb / 328p / $30.00 (£19.99)

The Return of the Chaos Monsters — and Other Backstories of the Bible

Gregory Mobley

“In lively prose Greg Mobley combines the work of teacher and preacher, scholar and poet to explore the dominant story line undergirding the Bible. His passion for the subject guides the reader into mystery and mayhem, law and love, nature and nourishment. A book worthy of the informed faith it espouses.”

— Phyllis Trible

3746-2 / pb / 167p / $16.00 (£10.99)

The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Bible

James C. VanderKam

“Surveys not only the evidence of the Scrolls for the text and canon of the Hebrew Bible but also their relevance for understanding the New Testament. As usual, VanderKam is clear, thorough, and reliable. This will be a standard reference work for all students of the Bible.”

— John J. Collins

6679-9 / pb / 202p / $25.00 (£16.99)
The Eerdmans Companion to the Bible
Gordon D. Fee and Robert L. Hubbard Jr., general editors
with commentary by Connie Gundry Tappy

- Compiled by some of the foremost biblical scholars in the world today
- New articles by sixty expert authors on many pertinent biblical topics
- Well-written background information and commentary on every book of the Bible
- Illustrated with maps, photos, and charts throughout

978-0-8028-3823-0 / 7½" x 9¼" hardcover
170 photos, maps, and charts / 851 pages
$40.00 (£26.99) / Available

I. Howard Marshall, Volker Rabens, and Cornelis Bennema, editors

This volume gathers writings about the Spirit and Christ by notable scholars including Richard Bauckham, D. A. Carson, James Dunn, and many others. Covering topics that are relevant for the worldwide church today — the life-giving work of the Spirit, the Spirit in Luke and Acts, the gift of the Spirit in John 19–20, pneumatology and justification, community life through the Spirit, and more — the twenty essays included will be a welcome resource for scholars and ministers.

Contributors

978-0-8028-6753-7 / paperback / 387 pages / $60.00 (£40.99) / Available

Now back in print
Jesus Is the Christ
Studies in the Theology of John
Leon Morris

This book by a major evangelical biblical scholar of the twentieth century relates each of John’s teachings to his declared aim, expressed in John 20:30-31. Leon Morris argues convincingly that John’s entire Gospel was written to show that the human Jesus is the Christ, or Messiah, and the Son of God. Morris shows, moreover, that John’s purpose was evangelical as well as theological — that is, John wrote his book so that readers might believe in Christ and as a result have eternal life.

Leon Morris (1914–2006) was principal of Ridley College in Melbourne, Australia, and author of many books, including The Apostolic Preaching of the Cross and several New Testament commentaries.

978-0-8028-0452-5 / paperback / 224 pages / $24.00 (£16.99) / December

Reading the New Testament for the First Time
Ronald J. Allen

“It is a rare book that delivers more than its title promises. This one does — and then some! Ronald Allen has produced the cleanest, clearest, humblest, most non-doctrinaire, accessible, and absorbing general work on reading the New Testament that I have ever seen. It should be required reading for all of us.”

— Phyllis Tickle
founding editor of Religion
Department of Publishers Weekly

“At last! A first-rate Bible scholar has put together a book that makes the New Testament accessible. Reading the New Testament for the First Time grows out of Ron Allen’s years of teaching experience. He covers every question that is likely to arise when a ‘first-timer’ wants to read the New Testament. Like a good and trusted friend, he walks the novice down a spiraling staircase into the wonders of this ancient and strange book, pointing out the most provocative, profound, and inspirational aspects of the New Testament. Strongly recommended.”

— John S. McClure
Vanderbilt Divinity School

“Clear, engaging, and genuinely helpful! This is the first book I would recommend to anyone who wants a basic and informed guide into the rich but sometimes confusing terrain of the New Testament.”

— Matthew L. Skinner
Luther Seminary

Ronald J. Allen is professor of preaching and New Testament at Christian Theological Seminary, Indianapolis.

978-0-8028-6735-3 / paperback / 216 pages / $16.00 (£10.99) / Available
**Paul’s Letter to the Romans**

Colin G. Kruse

“Among the many commentaries available on Romans today, Colin Kruse’s Pillar volume stands out for its combination of academic depth and accessibility.”

— Douglas J. Moo

Wheaton College

“The Pillar New Testament Commentary is the finest up-to-date, mid-range commentary series on the market today. Kruse’s volume maintains this high standard, meriting wide usage and a warm reception. Of particular help are numerous short additional notes on key exegetical and theological topics raised by specific passages.”

— Craig Blomberg

Denver Seminary

“Imbued with reverence for the Word and the theological depth characteristic of the evangelical tradition, Kruse’s Romans is noteworthy for the consideration and respect it accords to the widest possible range of interpretations, from the patristic era to the present day.”

— Brendan Byrne, S.J.

Jesuit Theological College

Colin G. Kruse is senior lecturer in New Testament at Melbourne School of Theology, Australia. His other books include the Tyndale New Testament Commentary volumes on John and 2 Corinthians and the PNTC volume on 1–3 John.

978-0-8028-3743-1 / hardcover / 669 pages / $52.00 / Available

UK & Europe rights: IVP

13 other PNTC volumes available — see www.eerdmans.com

---

**New paperback edition**

**The Epistle to the Romans**

Leon Morris


978-0-8028-6911-1 / paperback / 586 pages $39.00 (£25.99) / Available

---

**The Two Horizons New Testament Commentary**

Joel B. Green and Max Turner, series editors

**1 & 2 Timothy and Titus**

Robert W. Wall

with Richard B. Steele

If Paul didn’t write the Pastoral Epistles, how can we preach from them — and why should we? Perennial queries about the authorship of the Pastoral have had a deleterious result in the academy, Robert Wall believes, with a trickle-down effect among the church’s clergy, most of whom rarely teach or preach from these letters.

In this paragraph-by-paragraph theological commentary on 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus, Wall powerfully demonstrates the ongoing relevance and authority of these canonical epistles for the church today. Uniquely, Wall applies a “Rule of Faith” methodology — five core beliefs articulated in Tertullian’s Prescription against Heretics — for interpreting the texts as sacred Scripture. Interspersed throughout the commentary are case studies by Richard Steele — stories of prominent Christian leaders and faith communities that vividly instantiate key themes of the Pastoral. This innovative yet reverent volume will help revive the interest of students, pastors, and other Christian leaders in the Pastoral Epistles.

“I commend Rob Wall for offering us, and the wider church, his canonical readings of the Pastoral Epistles. Rob does not shy away from the many tough passages in these letters, always trying to present what he sees as the ‘plain sense’ of the text in relation to other historical, ecclesial, and cultural understandings. The combination of commentary and reading by the ‘rule of faith’ — supplemented by three interesting case studies — provides a thorough canonical understanding of these crucial letters from the standpoint of one who is immersed in what it means to understand the Bible as the church’s book.”

— Stanley E. Porter

McMaster Divinity College

“Those of us who are long-standing admirers of Rob Wall’s work will recognize that the Pastoral Epistles, with all of their critical baggage, provide the perfect backdrop for his canonical approach to Scripture. Wall never shrinks back from crucial questions. Nevertheless, he carefully and confidently interprets the Pastors as full members of the canon. His readings are theologically apt and lively, shaped and regulated by the church’s faith.”

— Stephen Fowl

Loyola University, Maryland

Robert W. Wall is Paul T. Walls Professor of Scripture and Wesleyan Studies at Seattle Pacific University and an elder in the Free Methodist Church.

Richard B. Steele is professor of moral and historical theology and associate dean of graduate studies in the School of Theology at Seattle Pacific University.

978-0-8028-2562-9 / paperback / 432 pages / $24.00 (£16.99) / December

4 other THNTC volumes also available — see www.eerdmans.com
The New International Commentary on the Old Testament
Robert L. Hubbard Jr., general editor

The Book of Judges
Barry G. Webb

Eminently readable, exegetically thorough, and written in an emotionally warm style that flows from his keen sensitivity to the text, Barry Webb’s commentary on Judges is exactly what is needed to engage properly a dynamic, narrative work like the book of Judges. It discusses not only unique features of the stories themselves but also such issues as the violent nature of Judges, how women are portrayed in it, and how it relates to the Christian gospel of the New Testament.

Rather than overload the body of his commentary, Webb concentrates on what the biblical text itself throws into prominence, and he gives space to background issues only where they throw significant light into the foreground. For those who want more, the footnotes provide helpful guidance. The end result is a welcome resource for interpreting one of the most challenging books in the Old Testament.

“I have always felt cheated by the kind of exegetical vivisection that kills by analysis until all that’s left is lifeless bits and pieces, classified and arranged, conquered rather than read. For me the text is a living thing, whose life has to be respected if it is to be understood.” — from author’s preface

“We have been waiting for Barry Webb’s commentary a long time. It’s here! This volume is the mature fruit of three decades of study and reflection on the book of Judges. Webb combines the best of thorough scholarship with an evangelical passion for readers to grasp the rhetorical agenda and message of the book. Scholars, teachers, and pastors will find this volume to be a worthy addition to the already excellent NICOT series.”

— Daniel I. Block
Wheaton College

Barry G. Webb is senior research fellow emeritus in Old Testament at Moore Theological College, Sydney, Australia.

978-0-8028-2628-2 / hardcover / 532 pages $50.00 (£32.99) / December

23 other NICOT volumes published and available — see www.eerdmans.com

The Forms of the Old Testament Literature
Rolf P. Knierim, Gene M. Tucker, and Marvin A. Sweeney, series editors

Judges
Serge Frolov

This book is volume VIB of The Forms of the Old Testament Literature (FOTL), a series that aims to present a form-critical analysis of the books and units in the Hebrew Bible. Serge Frolov’s valuable study of Judges addresses both the synchronic and diachronic perspectives, offering not only the first full-scale form criticism of Judges but also an important application of form criticism as practiced today.

Fundamentally exegetical, this volume examines the structure, genre, setting, and intention of Judges. Focusing on the canonical Hebrew text, Frolov argues that what we know as Judges is not a literary unit but rather a series of interconnected units that are for the most part closely linked to adjoining books. In particular, he shows how the sequence “apostasy-oppression-repentance-deliverance” traverses the boundary between Judges and Samuel. Frolov also analyzes the history behind the form-critical discussion of this book and exposes the exegetical process so as to enable students and pastors to engage in their own analysis and interpretation of Judges.

Serge Frolov is Nate and Ann Levine Professor of Jewish Studies and associate professor of religious studies at Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas.

978-0-8028-2967-2 / paperback / 384 pages $55.00 (£35.99) / February

Recently released

Isaiah 40–66
Translation and Commentary
Shalom M. Paul

“A work of massive erudition deftly wed to literary sensitivity… An outstanding contribution not only to our appreciation for one poet’s work but to our understanding of prophecy and the state of Israelite religion in the late sixth century.”

— Benjamin D. Sommer

“Paul’s sensitivity to the linguistic nuances of the prophet’s sophisticated Hebrew and to the richness of his allusions is shared with readers in clear, accessible prose. The freshness of his original observations and insights makes this commentary an important milestone in scholarship on Isaiah 40–66 that will have a lasting influence on how the book is taught, preached, and understood.”

— Ziony Zevit

Ecclesiastes
Peter Enns

“Ecclesiastes is certainly one of the most fascinating — and challenging — books of the Bible. Peter Enns has taken it on with equal measures of informed scholarship and religious sensitivity. His commentary, while surveying most of the thorny issues that have puzzled previous commentators, never loses sight of the big picture and the questions that matter most in a person’s life. The result is an extraordinary achievement — a worthy addition to the home libraries of scholars and laymen alike.”

— James Kugel

6649-3 / pb / 252p / $25.00 (£16.99)

The Two Horizons Old Testament Commentary
J. Gordon McConville and Craig Bartholomew, series editors

5 THOTC volumes available — see www.eerdmans.com

Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. www.eerdmans.com toll free 800 253 7521
The Epistle to the Hebrews
Gareth Lee Cockerill

“We are living in an age of incredibly good evangelical commentaries. Gary Cockerill’s Hebrews is among the best, a first-rate work that is both readable and very deep. The centrality of rhetorical analysis and structural concerns adds a lot to the value of this work, and his insights about the use of the Old Testament in understanding the book’s message are extremely helpful. … Readers will gain a fine understanding of this incredibly important epistle and its place in the life of the church.”

— Grant Osborne
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School

“As in the best commentaries, this volume is more than a rehearsing of scholarship; it is also a contribution to the same. … Cockerill’s Hebrews will proudly take its place alongside Attridge’s, Lane’s, and Koester’s commentaries as an essential resource for students of Hebrews.”

— David A. deSilva
Ashland Theological Seminary

“Cockerill successfully integrates a thorough immersion in contemporary research on Hebrews with exegetical insight and pastoral sensitivity. … This masterfully organized and crisply written commentary pulls together Cockerill’s untiring work in Hebrews over the past three and a half decades. I highly recommend it.”

— George H. Guthrie
Union University

“The Church’s Bible has already distinguished itself as the preeminent place to find the riches of patristic exegesis made available in a reliable and accessible form. J. Patout Burns’s volume on Romans is a welcome addition to this series. … Burns’s judicious selections reveal the Church Fathers to be careful readers of the biblical text, striving to recover its meaning for their own time and place. This is an invaluable resource for a contemporary reading and recovery of Paul’s Letter to the Romans.”

— David G. Hunter
University of Kentucky

J. Patout Burns Jr. is the Edward A. Malloy Professor Emeritus of Catholic Studies at Vanderbilt University Divinity School.

978-0-8028-2575-9 / hardcover / 456 pages
$46.00 / £30.99 / Available

3 other CB volumes also available — see www.eerdmans.com

The New International Greek Testament Commentary
I. Howard Marshall and Donald A. Hagner, editors

13 NIGTC volumes published and available — see www.eerdmans.com

The Church’s Bible
Robert Louis Wilken, series editor

Romans
Interpreted by Early Christian Commentators
with Father Constantine Newman

The Epistle to the Hebrews
Gareth Lee Cockerill

“We are living in an age of incredibly good evangelical commentaries. Gary Cockerill’s Hebrews is among the best, a first-rate work that is both readable and very deep. The centrality of rhetorical analysis and structural concerns adds a lot to the value of this work, and his insights about the use of the Old Testament in understanding the book’s message are extremely helpful. … Readers will gain a fine understanding of this incredibly important epistle and its place in the life of the church.”

— Grant Osborne
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School

“As in the best commentaries, this volume is more than a rehearsing of scholarship; it is also a contribution to the same. … Cockerill’s Hebrews will proudly take its place alongside Attridge’s, Lane’s, and Koester’s commentaries as an essential resource for students of Hebrews.”

— David A. deSilva
Ashland Theological Seminary

“Cockerill successfully integrates a thorough immersion in contemporary research on Hebrews with exegetical insight and pastoral sensitivity. … This masterfully organized and crisply written commentary pulls together Cockerill’s untiring work in Hebrews over the past three and a half decades. I highly recommend it.”

— George H. Guthrie
Union University

“The Church’s Bible has already distinguished itself as the preeminent place to find the riches of patristic exegesis made available in a reliable and accessible form. J. Patout Burns’s volume on Romans is a welcome addition to this series. … Burns’s judicious selections reveal the Church Fathers to be careful readers of the biblical text, striving to recover its meaning for their own time and place. This is an invaluable resource for a contemporary reading and recovery of Paul’s Letter to the Romans.”

— David G. Hunter
University of Kentucky

J. Patout Burns Jr. is the Edward A. Malloy Professor Emeritus of Catholic Studies at Vanderbilt University Divinity School.

978-0-8028-2575-9 / hardcover / 456 pages
$46.00 / £30.99 / Available

3 other CB volumes also available — see www.eerdmans.com

The New International Greek Testament Commentary
I. Howard Marshall and Donald A. Hagner, editors

13 NIGTC volumes published and available — see www.eerdmans.com

Liturgical of Liberation
A Christian Commentary on Shankara’s Upadeśāsāhasrī
Reid B. Locklin

The Upadeśāsāhasrī, or Thousand Teachings, of the great eighth-century sage Adi Shankaracharya is a distillation of the ancient Upanishads, intended for use by teachers and seekers in the Hindu tradition of Advaita Vedanta. It has been variously interpreted as a major theological treatise, an elevated philosophical exposition, or a guidebook to mystical experience. Reid Locklin’s Liturgy of Liberation offers a fresh reading of and commentary on the Upadeśāsāhasrī in terms of oral performance and sacramental practice, placing its sacred, scripted dialogues into conversation with the Apostle Paul and other witnesses from the Christian tradition. What results is not merely new appreciation for Shankara and his radical message of non-duality, but also a renewed sense of the scandal of the cross, the subversive power of the word, and the mystery of Christian discipleship.

Reid B. Locklin is associate professor of Christianity and the intellectual tradition at the University of Toronto, a joint appointment with the St. Michael’s College Christianity and Culture Programme and the Centre for the Study of Religion.

978-0-8028-6751-3 / paperback / 345 pages
$66.00 / Available
UK & Europe rights: Peeters

5 other CCNST volumes available — see www.eerdmans.com
THEOLOGY

Balthasar
A (Very) Critical Introduction
Karen Kilby

The enormously prolific Swiss Roman Catholic theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar (1905–1988) was marginalized during much of his life, but his reputation over time has only continued to grow. He was said to be the favorite theologian of John Paul II and is held in high esteem by Benedict XVI. It is not uncommon to hear him referred to as the great Catholic theologian of the twentieth century.

In Balthasar: A (Very) Critical Introduction Karen Kilby argues that although the low regard in which Balthasar was held in the 1950s and 1960s was not justified, neither is the current tendency to lionize him. Instead, she advocates a more balanced approach, particularly in light of a fundamental problem in his writing, namely, his characteristic authorial voice — an over-reaching “God’s eye” point of view that contradicts the content of his theology.

“This book should be essential reading for anybody interested in contemporary Catholicism and its most flamboyant theologian. Kilby approaches her subject with a lucidity and balance that are rare in studies of Hans Urs von Balthasar. While meticulously careful to avoid gratuitous criticism, she offers a timely caution against the uncritical acceptance of Balthasar’s work and its influence on much recent theology and doctrine.”

— Tina Beattie
University of Roehampton

“Kilby exposes the plotline of Balthasar’s formidable opus and proceeds to offer circumspect criticism of the supremely confident modes of expression his speculation can often take. With grammar as a critical tool, she inquires trenchantly what might allow this ‘theological novelist’ to know his divine characters so well as to spin the story he does.”

— David Burrell, C.S.C.
University of Notre Dame

Karen Kilby is associate professor of systematic theology at the University of Nottingham, England.

978-0-8028-2738-8 / paperback / 192 pages
$23.00 (£16.99) / November

Joseph Ratzinger in Communio
Volume 2: Anthropology and Culture
Pope Benedict XVI

In this second volume of Joseph Ratzinger in Communio, Pope Benedict XVI speaks to various issues relating to humanity today — conscience, technological security, the origin of human life, the meaning of Sunday, and more.

As David Schindler notes in his introduction, “Cardinal Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI) rarely writes on any churchly matter that does not manifest its implications for man and culture, and vice versa. Indeed, this indissoluble linking is one of the main distinguishing features of his theology.” This is the second of three volumes.

Contents
Beyond Death
Conscience in Time
On Hope
Technological Security as a Problem of Social Ethics
Man between Reproduction and Creation: Theological Questions on the Origin of Human Life
Jesus Christ Today
Concerning the Notion of Person in Theology
The Meaning of Sunday
God in Pope John Paul II’s Crossing the Threshold of Hope
Truth and Freedom
The Holy Spirit as Communio: Concerning the Relationship of Pneumatology and Spirituality in Augustine
Funeral Homily for Msgr. Luigi Giussani
Europe in the Crisis of Cultures

Pope Benedict XVI, born Joseph Alois Ratzinger, is the 265th and reigning Pope of the Roman Catholic Church. An outstanding theologian and teacher, he has had a distinguished teaching career at such universities as Tübingen and Regensburg in his home country of Germany.

978-0-8028-6417-8 / paperback / 209 pages
$30.00 (£19.99) / December

Sharing God’s Good Company
A Theology of the Communion of Saints
David Matzko McCarthy

In Sharing God’s Good Company David Matzko McCarthy explores the role and significance of the saints in Christians’ lives today. While examining the lives of specific saints like Martin de Porres, Thérèse de Lisieux, and Mother Teresa, McCarthy especially focuses on such topics as the vexation of martyrs, realism and hagiography, science and miracles, and why the saints continue to captivate Christians and inspire devotion. Although books about saints abound, Sharing God’s Good Company takes a uniquely philosophical and theological approach to the topic. Interested general readers and Catholic scholars alike will find McCarthy’s book refreshing and informative.

“Removing the contemporary mask that makes us forget that the saints remain alive, here and now, McCarthy excites them from frameworks of misinterpretation (both pious and postmodern) and puts them in context — both ours and their own. Here we meet the saints in all their messy, material, brilliant, theologically powerful complexity.”

— M. Therese Lyseault
Marquette University

“This carefully researched and clearly written book ably shows the saints to be timeless and timely. . . . A valuable resource for theological reflection.”

— Lawrence S. Cunningham
University of Notre Dame

David Matzko McCarthy is Fr. James M. Forker Professor of Catholic Social Teaching at Mount St. Mary’s University, Emmitsburg, Maryland. He is the author or editor of several books, including The Good Life: Genuine Christianitas for the Middle Class, Sex and Love in the Home: A Theology of the Household, and Gathered for the Journey: Moral Theology in Catholic Perspective.

978-0-8028-6709-4 / paperback / 182 pages
$28.00 (£18.99) / Available
Dust Bound for Heaven
Explorations in the Theology of Thomas Aquinas
Reinhard Hütter

In Dust Bound for Heaven Reinhard Hütter shows how Thomas Aquinas’s view of the human being as dust bound for heaven weaves together elements of two questions without fusion or reduction: Does humanity still have an insatiable thirst for God that sends each person on an irrepressible religious quest that only the vision of God can quench? Or must the human being, living after the fall, become a “new creation” in order to be readied for heaven?

Hütter also applies Thomas’s anthropology to a host of pressing contemporary concerns, including the modern crisis of faith and reason, political theology, the relationship between divine grace and human freedom, and many more. The concluding chapter explores the Christological center of Thomas’s theology.

“This book by Reinhard Hütter draws us into the very heart of what it means to be an ecclesial theologian in the contemporary academy. The fullness of the theological vocation here is seen with rare clarity and with the boldness that befits a soul on fire for union with the triune God.”

— Matthew Levering
University of Dayton

“Aquinas claimed that the office of the wise person is to order human thought so as to understand all secondary realities in light of God. Hütter’s Dust Bound for Heaven offers one of the best examples of this kind of living Thomism in our time, demonstrating why St. Thomas’s work has perennial value.”

— Thomas Joseph White, O.P.
Thomistic Institute, Dominican House of Studies

God’s Saving Grace
A Pauline Theology
Frank J. Matera

Distinguished biblical scholar Frank Matera here views the theology of the Pauline letters through the lens of the saving grace that Paul experienced at his call and conversion. Focusing on Christology, soteriology, theology, anthropo- logy, ethics, and eschatology, Matera explores both the unity and the diversity of the thirteen Pauline letters.

Written in a clear and coherent style, God’s Saving Grace presents students, professors, and pastors with a comprehensive yet concise and accessible overview of the theology found in the entire corpus of Paul’s letters.

“Frank Matera’s God’s Saving Grace is the much-anticipated culmination of a lifetime of work. . . . Students will reap rewards from this comprehensive yet manageable overview of the coherent message of the Pauline letters. Instructors will appreciate the confident, diplomatic course Matera steers through knotty issues. The result is simply elegant.”

— A. Andrew Das
Elmhurst College

“For some time now we have needed a contemporary Pauline theology that considers all thirteen letters without overlooking the differences among them. Frank Matera has given us just such a book. It embodies the solid, careful, yet creative scholarship for which he is known. Most importantly, Matera rightly stresses the grace of God in Christ that grabbed hold of Paul and shaped both his life and his theology. This book will enrich our understanding of that amazing grace.”

— Michael J. Gorman
St. Mary’s Seminary & University

“This new distillation of Matera’s thought on Paul is to be welcomed by all teachers of the New Testament.”

— John P. Meier
University of Notre Dame

Will Many Be Saved?
What Vatican II Actually Teaches and Its Implications for the New Evangelization
Ralph Martin

Can people who have not had the chance to hear the gospel be saved? This question has been — and still is — much debated. In Will Many Be Saved? Ralph Martin offers an informed Roman Catholic perspective on universal salvation as he analyzes what key Vatican II texts actually say about this question. Contrary to popular opinion, Martin argues that the conditions under which people who have not heard the gospel can be saved are very often not fulfilled — with strong implications for evangelization.

“For many years we have all appreciated Dr. Martin’s considerable contributions to the mission of the Church. Now he gives us a profound doctrinal foundation for understanding and implementing the ‘new evangelization.’ This is a shot in the arm for bishops, priests, and laity as we respond to the Holy Father’s call.”

— Timothy Cardinal Dolan
Archbishop of New York

“Dr. Ralph Martin’s Will Many Be Saved? contributes significantly to a richer understanding of our faith, helps restore confidence in the gospel message, and engenders a desire to share the truth of Christ’s message. An important contribution to the pastoral strategy of the ‘new evangelization.’”

— Donald Cardinal Wuerl
Archbishop of Washington, D.C.

“These penetrating reflections will compel us to reassess our pastoral approach to the preaching of the gospel in our present circumstances. An important book.”

— Archbishop J. Augustine Di Noia, O.P.
Vatican City

“Martin clarifies a doctrinal point that has been often obscure but must be recovered as a necessary foundation for the ‘new evangelization.’ This is a uniquely important book.”

— Francis Cardinal George, O.M.I.
Archbishop of Chicago

Reinhard Hütter is professor of Christian theology at Duke Divinity School. His other books include Reason and the Reasons of Faith (with Paul J. Griffiths) and Resou- rce2ment Thomism: Sacred Doctrine, the Sacraments, and the Moral Life.

978-0-8028-6741-4 / paperback / 521 pages
$50.00 [£32.99] / Available

Frank J. Matera is Andrews-Kelly-Ryan Professor of Biblical Studies at Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C. His previous books include New Testament Ethics: The Legacies of Jesus and Paul and commentaries on Galatians, 2 Corinthians, and Romans.

978-0-8028-6747-6 / paperback / 283 pages
$28.00 [£18.99] / November

Ralph Martin, S.T.D., is Director of Graduate Theology Programs in the New Evangelization at Sacred Heart Major Seminary in Detroit, President of Renewal Ministries, and a Con- sultor to the Pontifical Council for the New Evangelization.

978-0-8028-6887-9 / paperback / 332 pages
$24.00 [£16.99] / Available
Prophetic Christianity
Bruce Ellis Benson, Malinda Elizabeth Berry, and Peter Goodwin Heltzel, series editors

Shalom and the Community of Creation
An Indigenous Vision
Randy S. Woodley

This book puts forth a piece of groundbreaking Native American—evangelical social theology. Randy Woodley’s Shalom and the Community of Creation shows how learning from the Native American “Harmony Way” — a concept that closely parallels biblical shalom — can foster a holistic, redemptive vision for addressing the endemic social-spiritual-environmental problems that face us today.

“So many books simply rehash the same things. But this one by Randy Woodley offers so much that is fresh and unique — and forgotten and under-appreciated too. I wish that every thoughtful Christian on the continent would read this wise and well-written book. . . . Enthusiastically recommended!” — Brian McLaren
Author/speaker

“Shalom and the Community of Creation is like a breath of fresh air. . . . Woodley’s innovative Native American, biblical approach is bound to provoke and awaken the environmental consciousness that is so vitally needed in today’s world.” — Celia Deane-Drummond
University of Notre Dame

“A beautiful and timely meditation on shalom. . . . Through personal story and rigorous scholarship, Woodley paints a picture of a holistic way of living, a way that nurtures connection, hope, and harmony. But the greatest gift to us here is the invitation to view Scripture, humanity, and all creation through his particular indigenous lens. We would do well to catch this vision of creation care for the sake of the next seven generations.” — Matthew Sleeth
Executive Director, Blessed Earth

Randy S. Woodley is distinguished associate professor of faith and culture and director of indigenous and intercultural studies at George Fox Seminary, Portland, Oregon. A Keetoowah Cherokee, he has ministered among First Nations people for over twenty-five years; he has also written Living in Color: Embracing God’s Passion for Ethnic Diversity.

Resurrection City
A Theology of Improvisation
Peter Goodwin Heltzel

In Resurrection City Peter Heltzel paints a prophetic picture of an evangelical Christianity that eschews a majority mentality and instead fights against racism, inequality, and injustice, embracing the concerns of the poor and marginalized, just as Jesus did. Placing society’s needs front and center, Heltzel calls for radical collective activism modeled on God’s love and justice.

In particular, Heltzel explores the social forms that love and justice can take as religious communities join together to build “beloved cities.” He proclaims the importance of “improvising for justice” — likening the church’s prophetic ministry to jazz music — and develops a biblical theology of shalom justice. Drawing inspiration from the black freedom struggle and the lives of Sojourner Truth, Howard Thurman, and Martin Luther King Jr., Heltzel’s vision compels evangelical Christians to realize “a global movement for love and justice” that truly embodies the kingdom of God.

“Peter Heltzel is a jazz-infused theologian par excellence! Don’t miss this gem of a book.” — Cornel West
Author of Prophetic Thought in Postmodern Times

Peter Heltzel is associate professor of theology and director of the Micah Institute at New York Theological Seminary. He is the author of Jesus and Justice: Evangelicals, Race, and American Politics and coeditor of the Prophetic Christianity series.

Contributors
Robert W. Jenson, Eugene B. Korn, Robert W. Jenson and Eugene B. Korn, editors

“Shalom and the Community of Creation is a beautiful and timely meditation on shalom. . . . Woodley’s innovative Native American, biblical approach is bound to provoke and awaken the environmental consciousness that is so vitally needed in today’s world.” — Celia Deane-Drummond
University of Notre Dame

“A beautiful and timely meditation on shalom. . . . Through personal story and rigorous scholarship, Woodley paints a picture of a holistic way of living, a way that nurtures connection, hope, and harmony. But the greatest gift to us here is the invitation to view Scripture, humanity, and all creation through his particular indigenous lens. We would do well to catch this vision of creation care for the sake of the next seven generations.” — Matthew Sleeth
Executive Director, Blessed Earth

Randy S. Woodley is distinguished associate professor of faith and culture and director of indigenous and intercultural studies at George Fox Seminary, Portland, Oregon. A Keetoowah Cherokee, he has ministered among First Nations people for over twenty-five years; he has also written Living in Color: Embracing God’s Passion for Ethnic Diversity.

Resurrection City
A Theology of Improvisation
Peter Goodwin Heltzel

In Resurrection City Peter Heltzel paints a prophetic picture of an evangelical Christianity that eschews a majority mentality and instead fights against racism, inequality, and injustice, embracing the concerns of the poor and marginalized, just as Jesus did. Placing society’s needs front and center, Heltzel calls for radical collective activism modeled on God’s love and justice.

In particular, Heltzel explores the social forms that love and justice can take as religious communities join together to build “beloved cities.” He proclaims the importance of “improvising for justice” — likening the church’s prophetic ministry to jazz music — and develops a biblical theology of shalom justice. Drawing inspiration from the black freedom struggle and the lives of Sojourner Truth, Howard Thurman, and Martin Luther King Jr., Heltzel’s vision compels evangelical Christians to realize “a global movement for love and justice” that truly embodies the kingdom of God.

“Peter Heltzel is a jazz-infused theologian par excellence! Don’t miss this gem of a book.” — Cornel West
Author of Prophetic Thought in Postmodern Times

Peter Heltzel is associate professor of theology and director of the Micah Institute at New York Theological Seminary. He is the author of Jesus and Justice: Evangelicals, Race, and American Politics and coeditor of the Prophetic Christianity series.

Contributors
Robert W. Jenson, Eugene B. Korn, Robert W. Jenson and Eugene B. Korn, editors

“A robust exploration of highly charged and frequently controversial themes — covenant, mission, Messiah, and more — that challenge both Jews and Christians. . . . The authors go far beyond the platitudes of superficial ‘dialogue’ to plumb the depths of their own faith commitments. Readers will be enlightened and enriched.” — Rabbi James Rudin
author of Cashing, Spelman, O’Connor: The Surprising Story of How Three American Cardinals Transformed Catholic-Jewish Relations

“These excellent essays at once reflect and move forward the central agenda of the Jewish-Christian dialogue. The contributors, among the best in the field, engage the core issues that unite and divide Christians and Jews, affirming the possibility — indeed necessity — of joint Jewish-Christian witness to humanity on the levels of both faith and social action. A must-read for anyone interested in the ancient relationship between Judaism and Christianity — and in their shared vision of hope for our mutual future.” — Eugene J. Fisher
Saint Leo University

“A fine overview of central theological issues in the Christian-Jewish relationship. Covenant and Hope exposes the reader to both liberal and conservative theological perspectives and provides an excellent starting point for further research and classroom discussion.” — John T. Pawlikowski
Catholic-Jewish Studies Program, Catholic Theological Union

Contributors

Robert W. Jenson is codirector of the Institute for Theological Inquiry and was longtime associate director of the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology.

Eugene B. Korn is codirector of the Institute for Theological Inquiry and American director of the Center for Jewish-Christian Understanding and Cooperation in Israel.

Contributors

Robert W. Jenson is codirector of the Institute for Theological Inquiry and was longtime associate director of the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology.

Eugene B. Korn is codirector of the Institute for Theological Inquiry and American director of the Center for Jewish-Christian Understanding and Cooperation in Israel.

Contributors

Robert W. Jenson is codirector of the Institute for Theological Inquiry and was longtime associate director of the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology.

Eugene B. Korn is codirector of the Institute for Theological Inquiry and American director of the Center for Jewish-Christian Understanding and Cooperation in Israel.

Contributors

Robert W. Jenson is codirector of the Institute for Theological Inquiry and was longtime associate director of the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology.

Eugene B. Korn is codirector of the Institute for Theological Inquiry and American director of the Center for Jewish-Christian Understanding and Cooperation in Israel.

Contributors

Robert W. Jenson is codirector of the Institute for Theological Inquiry and was longtime associate director of the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology.
Thy Word Is Truth
Barth on Scripture
George Hunsinger, editor

Over the past two decades studies on Karl Barth have become increasingly technical. The ironic result is that although Barth wrote chiefly for preachers, scholars have become the primary gatekeepers to his rich theological thought.

This collection of essays introduces Karl Barth with both clarity and depth, providing pastors and other serious readers with a valuable overview of Barth’s views on Scripture. George Hunsinger — himself a recognized expert on Barth — and eight other scholars cover such topics as Barth’s belief that Scripture is both reliable and inspired, his typological exegesis, his ideas about time and eternity, and more. Reading this book will whet the reader’s appetite to engage further with Barth himself.

“In this exciting volume George Hunsinger (our finest contemporary interlocutor of our greatest contemporary theologian, Karl Barth) gathers a distinguished group of scholars to assess and interpret Barth as a reader of Scripture. Each of these essays, in different ways, offers fresh insights into the theology of Karl Barth and into Scripture as a living witness to the truth who is Jesus Christ.”

— William H. Willimon
Bishop of North Alabama Conference, United Methodist Church, author of Conversations with Barth on Preaching

Contributors

George Hunsinger is Hazel Thompson McCord Professor of Systematic Theology at Princeton Theological Seminary, founder of the National Religious Campaign Against Torture, and recipient of the 2010 Karl Barth Award from the Union of Evangelical Churches in Germany.
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Pentecostal Manifestos
A Pentecostal Trinitarian Theology
Steven M. Studebaker

In From Pentecost to the Triune God Steven Studebaker addresses the perceived disparity between religious experience and theology and shows the theological significance of the Pentecostal experience of the Holy Spirit for trinitarian theology. He suggests that Pentecostal theologians often avoid giving religious experience an explicit role in theology because they fear the criticism of religious subjectivism from other scholars, and he argues that the experience of the Spirit is in fact theologically significant because it corresponds to the place of the Spirit in the biblical story of redemption.

After laying the groundwork for a Pentecostal approach to trinitarian theology, Studebaker moves to an ecumenical focus and engages contemporary and historical figures in trinitarian theology in both Eastern and Western traditions. Finally, he brings trinitarian theology to bear on important issues of contemporary Christian thought and life, proposing a trinitarian and pneumatological theology of religions that he hopes will help Christians embrace a more inclusive attitude and relation toward people in other religions.

Steven M. Studebaker holds the Howard and Shirley Bentall Chair in Evangelical Thought and is assistant professor of theology and the academic coordinator of the Pentecostal Studies program at McMaster Divinity College, Hamilton, Ontario.

978-0-8028-6530-4 / paperback / 290 pages
$34.00 (£22.99) / December

Renewing the Evangelical Mission
Richard Lints, editor

The “culture story” of evangelicalism during the second half of the twentieth century has been well told. It is important now to think about the theological mission of the church in an ever-increasing post-Christian and post-partisan context. What is the theologian’s calling at the beginning of the third millennium? How do global realities impact the mission of evangelical theology? What sense can be made of the unity of evangelical theology in light of its many diverse voices?

This collection of essays draws together a stellar roster of evangelical thinkers with significant institutional memory of the evangelical movement who nonetheless see new opportunities for the evangelical voice in the years ahead.

Contents
God and Human Flourishing Miroslav Volf
Ecumenical Realities and Evangelical Theology Mark Noll
Found Faithful: Challenges to Christian Orthodoxy Rodney Peterson
The Return to Catechesis: Lessons from the Great Tradition J. I. Packer and Gary Parrett
Rediscovering the Church after Evangelicalism Michael S. Horton
A Post-partisan Partisan Ecclesiology Richard Lints
Mapping Evangelicalism: For the Sake of Mission in the Twenty-first Century Os Guinness
We Been Cornelius Plantinga
Can We Say Very Much? Evangelicals, Emergents, and God-Talk Adonis Vidu
The Only Mediator: The Person and Work of Christ in Evangelical Perspective Bruce McCormack

Richard Lints is the Andrew Mutch Distinguished Professor of Theology at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary. He is an ordained minister in the Presbyterian Church of America and has served as a church planter of three different churches.

978-0-8028-6930-2 / paperback / 264 pages
$34.00 (£22.99) / March
This series is arising out of a concerted effort to bridge the existing divide between empirical and theological analyses of the church within the disciplines of religious studies, systematic theology, and practical theology.

**Explorations in Ecclesiology and Ethnography**

*Christian B. Scharen, editor*

In this volume Christian Scharen and several other scholars explore such topics as geographic habits of American evangelicals, debates over difficult issues such as homosexuality, and responses to social problems like drug abuse and homelessness. Together the contributors model a fruitful collaborative, cross-disciplinary approach that helps set a new standard for ecclesiological research.

**Contents**

**PART ONE: ON CONGREGATIONS AND THE CHURCH**

1. On the Dynamic Relation between Ecclesiology and Congregational Studies — *James Nieman and Roger Haight, S.J.*

2. Ecclesiology and Empirical Research on the Church — *Harald Hegstad*

3. Affirming Faith at a Service of Baptism in St. Aldates Church, Oxford — *Paul S. Fiddes and Pete Ward*

4. Epiphanic Sacramентality: An Example of Practical Ecclesiology Revising Theological Understanding — *Clare Watkins and Helen Cameron*

**PART TWO: ON CONGREGATIONS AND WORSHIP**

5. Understanding Religion Takes Practice: Anti-Urban Bias, Geographical Habits, and Theological Influences — *Mark T. Muller and James K. A. Smith*

6. Ethnography as Ecclesial Attentiveness and Critical Reflexivity: Fieldwork and the Dispute over Homosexuality in the Episcopal Church — *Christopher Craig Brittain*

7. On Discerning the Living Truth of the Church: Theological and Sociological Reflections on Receptive Ecumenism and the Local Church — *Paul D. Murray and Mathew Guest*

8. God at Street Level: Digging Up the Theological Identity of Pastoral Care among the Homeless and Drug Addicts — *Henk de Roest*

**PART THREE: ON CONGREGATIONS AND SOCIETY**

9. On the Ecclesiological Impact of Singing and Dance — *Helen Bourdarias and Frederick Humphreys*


11. The Comforter. — *Boris Jakim*

12. Receptive — *Myroslav Tataryn*


14. Orthodoxy by Modernity. — *Sergius Bulgakov*

Christian B. Scharen is assistant professor of worship and theology at Luther Seminary, St. Paul, Minnesota.

978-0-8028-6864-0 / paperback / 224 pages / $40.00 (£26.99) / November

**Perspectives on Ecclesiology and Ethnography**

*Pete Ward, editor*

This inaugural SEE volume proposes that if theology is to regain its relevance to the church today, theologians must utilize ethnographical tools in order to provide more accurate, disciplined responses to social problems like drug abuse and homelessness. Together the contributors model a fruitful collaborative, cross-disciplinary approach that helps set a new standard for ecclesiological research.

**Contributors**


Pete Ward is senior lecturer in youth ministry and theological education at King’s College London.

978-0-8028-6726-1 / paperback / 262 pages / $50.00 (£32.99) / Available

**Unfading Light**

*Contemplations and Speculations*

*Sergius Bulgakov*

Translated and edited by Thomas Allan Smith

With its scholarly discussions of myth, German idealist philosophy, negative theology, and mysticism, shot through with reflections on personal religious experiences, Unfading Light documents what a life in Orthodoxy came to mean for Sergius Bulgakov on the tumultuous eve of the 1917 October Revolution. Written in the final decade of the Russian Silver Age, this book reflects that era of experimentation in all fields of culture and life. Bulgakov referred to the book as miscellanies, a patchwork of chapters articulating in symphonic form the ideas and personal experiences that he and his entire generation struggled to comprehend. Readers may be reminded of St. Augustine’s Confessions and City of God as they follow Bulgakov through the challenges and opportunities presented to Orthodoxy by modernity.

“One of the greatest works of philosophy of the twentieth century, Unfading Light is full of a radiance that penetrates the reader’s mind and heart. . . . With his superb translation, Thomas Allan Smith has given the twenty-first century a luminous gift.”

— Boris Jakim

“…Probably Bulgakov’s most challenging volume — will be indispensable.”

— Myroslav Tataryn

Sergius Bulgakov (1871–1944) is widely regarded as the twentieth century’s leading Orthodox theologian. His many other books include Relics and Miracles, The Philosophy of Economy, The Burning Bush, The Friend of the Bridegroom, The Lamb of God, and The Comforter.

978-0-8028-6711-7 / paperback / 546 pages / $48.00 (£31.99) / December
**Recently released**

**An Eerdmans Reader in Contemporary Political Theology**

William T. Cavanaugh, Jeffrey W. Bailey, Craig Hovey, editors

This singular volume gathers some of the most significant and influential writings in political theology from the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The book uniquely integrates key voices from Africa, Asia, and Latin America with central texts from Europe and North America on such major subjects as church and state, gender and race, and Christendom and postcolonialism.

Carefully selected, thematically arranged, and expertly introduced, the forty-nine essays in An Eerdmans Reader in Contemporary Political Theology constitute an ideal primary-source introduction to political theology — a profoundly relevant resource for globally engaged citizens, students, and scholars.

6440-6 / pb / 836p / $50.00 (£32.99)
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**Icons and the Name of God**

Sergius Bulgakov

Translated by Boris Jakim

“Jakim has done English readers an inestimable service with his translations of the major works of twentieth-century Russian religious philosophy and theology. . . . In this book he adds translations of two shorter works by Bulgakov on the veneration of icons and of the name of God in Orthodox tradition. Bulgakov’s full and penetrating thought about these much-contested subjects is the more striking for the brevity of its expression.”

— Richard Pevar

“Impressive first full translation of a key text.”

— Mark Noll

University of Notre Dame

“A bold and considerate book on a highly sensitive subject. In ecumenical theology, the issue of conversion has for the most part been discussed in anonymous and abstract terms. Mattox, Roeber, and Hinlicky offer a personal account that takes this deeply theological issue and the context of our contemporary world seriously.”

— Risto Saarinen

University of Helsinki

“This book exemplifies the best in charitable yet tradition-specific ecumenical discussion. A. G. Roeber (a Lutheran become Orthodox), Mickey Mattox (a Lutheran become Catholic), and Paul Hinlicky (a Lutheran who remains Lutheran) explain what they find helpful (or indispensable) in Lutheran theology and then why they have transcended (or retained) those Lutheran insights. The result is both a primer in the classical Trinitarianism that the authors share and a set of powerful statements about the Orthodox, Catholic, and Lutheran distinctives that have remained to this point irreconcilable. Evangelical Protestants will especially appreciate the book’s instruction in classical orthodoxies as well as its goal to probe the strengths and weaknesses of their own traditions with the care that these authors have shown toward theirs.”

— Mark Noll

University of Notre Dame

**Changing Churches**

**An Orthodox, Catholic, and Lutheran Theological Conversation**

Mickey L. Mattox and A. G. Roeber

Afterword by Paul R. Hinlicky

“This book exemplifies the best in charitable yet tradition-specific ecumenical discussion. A. G. Roeber (a Lutheran become Orthodox), Mickey Mattox (a Lutheran become Catholic), and Paul Hinlicky (a Lutheran who remains Lutheran) explain what they find helpful (or indispensable) in Lutheran theology and then why they have transcended (or retained) those Lutheran insights. The result is both a primer in the classical Trinitarianism that the authors share and a set of powerful statements about the Orthodox, Catholic, and Lutheran distinctives that have remained to this point irreconcilable. Evangelical Protestants will especially appreciate the book’s instruction in classical orthodoxies as well as its goal to probe the strengths and weaknesses of their own traditions with the care that these authors have shown toward theirs.”

— Mark Noll

University of Notre Dame

“A bold and considerate book on a highly sensitive subject. In ecumenical theology, the issue of conversion has for the most part been discussed in anonymous and abstract terms. Mattox, Roeber, and Hinlicky offer a personal account that takes this deeply theological issue and the context of our contemporary world seriously.”

— Risto Saarinen

University of Helsinki

“This book exemplifies the best in charitable yet tradition-specific ecumenical discussion. A. G. Roeber (a Lutheran become Orthodox), Mickey Mattox (a Lutheran become Catholic), and Paul Hinlicky (a Lutheran who remains Lutheran) explain what they find helpful (or indispensable) in Lutheran theology and then why they have transcended (or retained) those Lutheran insights. The result is both a primer in the classical Trinitarianism that the authors share and a set of powerful statements about the Orthodox, Catholic, and Lutheran distinctives that have remained to this point irreconcilable. Evangelical Protestants will especially appreciate the book’s instruction in classical orthodoxies as well as its goal to probe the strengths and weaknesses of their own traditions with the care that these authors have shown toward theirs.”

— Mark Noll

University of Notre Dame

**Disability in the Christian Tradition**

A Reader

Brian Brock and John Swinton, editors

For two millennia Christians have thought about what human impairment is and how faith communities and society should respond to people with perceived impairments. Brian Brock and John Swinton’s Disability in the Christian Tradition brings together for the first time key writings on disability by thinkers from all periods of Christian history — including Augustine, Aquinas, Julian of Norwich, Luther, Calvin, Hegel, Kierkegaard, Bonhoeffer, Barth, Hauerwas, and more. Fourteen contemporary experts in theology and disability studies guide readers through each era or group of thinkers, offering lucid commentary and highlighting important themes.

“A book that is indispensable for all those who reflect upon the value of people with a disability and their place in the church. It gives significant extracts of eminent theologians and people committed to the church over the ages on this subject.”

— Jean Vanier

founder of L’Arche

“From the Cappadocian Fathers and Augustine, to Vanier and Hauerwas, by way of Aquinas and Julian of Norwich, Luther and Calvin, Bonhoeffer and Barth — not to mention other unexpected bypaths — this remarkably comprehensive reader is a highly significant contribution to the burgeoning field of theological reflection on disability.”

— Frances Young

University of Birmingham

Contributors

Jana Bennett, Christopher Craig Brittain, Brian Brock, Almut Caspary, Deborah Beth Creamer, Amy Laura Hall, Stefan Heuser, Marjolein de Moolij, Hans S. Reinders, Miguel J. Romero, John Swinton, Bernd Wannenwetsch, Martin Wendte, Donald Wood.

**Brian Brock** is lecturer in moral and practical theology at the University of Aberdeen.

**John Swinton** is professor of practical theology and pastoral care at the University of Aberdeen.
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**Interventions**  
Conor Cunningham and Peter M. Candler Jr., series editors

---

**Metaphysics**  
*The Creation of Hierarchy*

Adrian Pabst  
Foreword by John Milbank

“This book does nothing less than to set new standards in combining philosophical with political theology. Pabst’s argument about relationality has the potential to change debates in theology, philosophy, and politics.” — John Milbank (from foreword)

---

**Words of Christ**

Michel Henry

Translated by Christina M. Gschwandtner  
Foreword by Jean-Ives Lacoste  
Introduction by Karl Hefty

In *Words of Christ (Paroles du Christ)* — here translated into English for the first time — Michel Henry asks how Christ can be both human and divine. He considers, further, how we as humans can experience Christ’s humanity and divinity through his words. Are we able to recognize this speech as divine, and if so, then how? What can testify to the divine nature of these words? What makes them intelligible? Startling possibilities — and further questions — emerge as Henry systematically explores these enigmas. For example, how does the phenomenology of life bring to light the God of which scripture speaks? Might this new region of phenomenology broaden or transform the discipline of phenomenology itself, or theology? Henry approaches these questions starting from the angle of material phenomenology, but his study has far-reaching implications for other disciplines too. Intended for a wide audience, his work is uniquely philosophical approach to the question of Christ and to the place of this question in human experience. This highly original, interdisciplinary perspective on Christ’s words was Henry’s last work, published shortly after his death in 2002.

“Proposes a new approach to the question of the legitimacy and justification of the words of Jesus, to the determination of their meaning and the intelligibility of their content. Insofar as these words bear upon the mystery of his person, the unavoidable question of his divinity is also posed, and answered, in this book.”

—from Karl Hefty’s introduction

---

**The Spirit in Creation and New Creation**

*Science and Theology in Western and Orthodox Realms*

Michael Welker, editor

How does the Spirit relate to the world in which we live? How does the Spirit relate to the world to come, also known as the new creation? This volume gathers fifteen scholars — experts in physics, biology, mathematics, psychology, sociology, and theology — to ponder these questions, each one marshaling his own disciplinary tools and unique perspective.

The contributors represent a variety of countries — including Germany, Greece, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the Ukraine — and a number of faith traditions, from Russian and Greek Orthodox to Roman Catholic to Pentecostal. Discussing scientific and theological perspectives on the Spirit’s role in creation and in the new creation, these scholars produce a fruitful dialogue that will lead to a deeper understanding of and respect for the Spirit’s creative work.

---

**Contributors**


Michael Welker is professor and chair of systematic theology and executive director of the Forschungszentrum für Internationale und Interdisziplinäre Theologie (Research Centre for International and Interdisciplinary Theology) at the University of Heidelberg, Germany.

---

**Words of Christ**

Michel Henry (1922–2002) was a leading French phenomenologist who taught at the University of Montpellier. His other books include *The Essence of Manifestation and Material Phenomenology.*


---

**The Spirit in Creation and New Creation**


---

Adrian Pabst is lecturer in politics at the University of Kent, Canterbury, UK, and fellow of the Centre of Theology and Philosophy.
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Talking with Mormons

An Invitation to Evangelicals

Richard J. Mouw

“In this book the esteemed president of Fuller Seminary appeals to fellow evangelicals to observe civility and fairness in dialogue with Latter-day Saints. Given that the Mormon church has had relatively little formal contact with traditional Christianity for a century and a half, this is an important statement — and one that doubtless will provoke controversy.”

— Richard N. Ostling
Coauthor of Mormon America, former religion writer with Time magazine and the Associated Press

“Richard Mouw’s persistence in conducting an interfaith dialogue with Mormons — in the face of bitter criticism from those of his own tradition — speaks volumes about his character and integrity. . . . While as a Latter-day Saint I obviously disagree with some of Mouw’s conclusions, I am moved to the core by his generosity of soul and his eagerness not only to engage theological differences but also to celebrate points on which there is welcome agreement.”

— Robert L. Millet
Brigham Young University

“Mouw represents a rare blend of doctrinal certainty and generosity of spirit. In this book — and over many years of dialogue with leading Mormons — he has put this winning combination into practice.”

— David Neff
Editor in chief, Christianity Today

“A model for interfaith dialogue in the twenty-first century and an exemplification of Christian love, intelligence, and good humor.”

— Richard Bushman
Columbia University

“A must-read for anyone interested in Latter-day Saints!”

— Craig L. Blomberg
Denver Seminary

Richard J. Mouw is president and professor of Christian philosophy at Fuller Theological Seminary, Pasadena, California. His many other books include Uncommon Decency, Praying at Burger King, and Abraham Kuyper: A Short and Personal Introduction.


Contributors

Alon Goshen-Gottstein, Peter Ochs, Amy Plantinga Pauw, Christoph Schwöbel, Reza Shah-Kazemi, Denys Turner, Miroslav Volf.

Miroslav Volf is Director of the Yale Center for Faith and Culture and Henry B. Wright Professor of Systematic Theology at Yale Divinity School.


Recently released

Cushing, Spellman, O’Connor

The Surprising Story of How Three American Cardinals Transformed Catholic-Jewish Relations

James Rudin

“This engaging and compelling book reminds us that what many today take for granted was inconceivable a mere fifty years ago. . . . Rudin highlights how the American environment shaped not only the lives of these three men but also changed the course of history; in this regard it is truly an American story.”

— Rabbi David Fox Sandmel

6567-0 / pb / 157p / $18.00 [£11.99]

Woman, Man, and God in Modern Islam

Theodore Friend

Foreword by Philip Jenkins

“This superbly written account is scholarly in its method and detail yet accessible to readers who are unfamiliar with the terrain covered. Friend is rigorous in his scrutiny and scrupulously fair. His numerous interviews provide insights into both the daily concerns and the deeper questions faced by the societies encountered. This excellent book deserves to be widely read.”

— Peter Riddell

6673-8 / hc / 464p / $39.00 [£25.99]

The New Evangelicals

Expanding the Vision of the Common Good

Marcia Pally

“`We clearly need a book like this that breaks the damaging stereotypes of evangelicals, and Marcia Pally’s fine book does it splendidly with an artful mixture of history, analysis, description, and interviews. . . . Enlarges and deepens the vital discussion of religion in America today.”’

— Harvey Cox

6640-0 / pb / 288p / $20.00 [£12.99]
Liberty to the Captives
Our Call to Minister in a Captive World
Raymond Rivera
Foreword by Jim Wallis

This inspiring book is for any and all Christians who want to learn how to bring hope and redemption to their communities — for those who are ready to step beyond their comfort zone, leave the status quo behind, and take up Christ’s call to minister within a world crying out for the freedom only God can bring. Rich theological insights and extensive personal experience inform longtime pastor and community builder Raymond Rivera’s message.

“Ray should be considered an elder statesman in the world of social justice. He has mentored thousands of pastors, activists, and faithful followers for many years — both directly and indirectly — and with the publication of Liberty to the Captives, a brand-new generation has the chance to benefit from his wisdom and experience.”
— Jim Wallis (from foreword)

“Personal, practical, and prophetic. . . With sound biblical and theological knowledge and provocative insights, Rivera calls and challenges the church to seek a new level of urban engagement for the sake of the city.”
— Elgin Villafranca
author of Beyond Cheap Grace

“This book needs to be read as all of us are living in a culture of captivity. Indeed, it is relevant to the church at this moment. Read this book!”
— John M. Perkins
author of Let Justice Roll Down

“I pray that progressives will heed Rivera’s passionate call to ministry that is biblically inspired, spiritually empowered, and sufficiently holistic in its scope that it will help set all the captives free from shallowness of faith and narrowness of vision.”
— James Forbes
Senior Minister Emeritus, Riverside Church

Raymond Rivera is founder and president of the Bronx-based Latino Pastoral Action Center and a recipient of the 2012 Micah Justice Award from New York Theological Seminary. He has preached, taught, and modeled Christ-centered holistic ministry in various churches and developed numerous parachurch ministries in New York City.

Dust and Breath
Faith, Health, and Why the Church Should Care about Both
Kendra G. Hotz and Matthew T. Mathews

Dust and Breath invites the Christian community into an expansive vision of salvation that includes ministries of health and healing. Inspired by the work of a remarkable ministry in Memphis, Tennessee, Kendra Hotz and Matthew Mathews show why the church must care about health.

In 1987 Dr. G. Scott Morris opened a medical clinic called the Church Health Center in a poor Memphis neighborhood. What began as a clinic for the working uninsured has grown into a nationally recognized faith-based healthcare organization. In this book Hotz and Mathews articulate the theological significance of the Church Health Center and other church ministries like it. Replete with real-life stories and practical examples, Dust and Breath shows how such ministries can help give hope and restore wholeness to communities in amazing ways.

“God created us to be whole human beings. Our bodies and spirits are one, yet the healthcare system has tried to lead the church to care only about the spiritual world. Hotz and Mathews wonderfully remind us of the theological roots of our humanity. Their message is one that every person of faith needs to hear.”
— Scott Morris
Executive Director, Church Health Center

“As a former director at the Church Health Center (CHC), I am deeply impressed with how Hotz and Mathews have captured the stories of the CHC patients, staff, and culture in their book Dust and Breath. Their theological framework offers a deep, insightful, and elegant means of accurately and vividly sharing the ways that CHC staff daily integrate faith and health in their delivery of compassionate medical care.”
— Teresa Cuts
Research Director, Center of Excellence in Faith and Health, Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare

Kendra G. Hotz is assistant professor of religious studies at Rhodes College, Memphis, Tennessee.

Matthew T. Mathews is professor of theology at Memphis Theological Seminary.

978-0-8028-6779-7 / paperback / 128 pages
$14.00 [£8.99] / Available

Work Matters
Lessons from Scripture
R. Paul Stevens

“In a quick romp through Scripture Paul Stevens has condensed a lifetime of wisdom into this wonderfully accessible survey of Christian perspectives on work. Stevens invites us to look at work from every possible biblical angle and introduces us to a host of mystics, desert fathers, poets, novelists, CEOs, and other theologians who have walked this road before us. Whether read alone or used as a basis for group discussion, Work Matters is well organized in bite-sized pieces and punctuated with questions for reflection. One of the best introductions to a theology of work available to date!”
— Jeff Van Duzer
Seattle Pacific University

“This book is vintage Paul Stevens, bringing together his love of exposition of the Bible and his concern for faithfulness in the workplace. Over the years Stevens has been compiling a range of scriptural case studies that bring these together. Too often we forget that key biblical figures are not just spiritual but vocational role models, helping us to discern the nature of everyday work as well as religious work. Indeed he does not distinguish between these, rightly regarding all work undertaken with Christian commitment as godly. The questions for reflection attached to each chapter make the book an excellent basis for discussion.”
— Robert Banks
Macquarie University

R. Paul Stevens is professor emeritus of marketplace theology and leadership at Regent College, Vancouver, British Columbia, and adjunct professor at Bakke Graduate University, Seattle, Washington, and at Biblical Graduate School of Theology in Singapore. His previous books include The Other Six Days: Vocation, Work, and Ministry in Biblical Perspective and (with Alvin Ung) Taking Your Soul to Work: Overcoming the Nine Deadly Sins of the Workplace.
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The Rest of Life
Rest, Play, Eating, Studying, Sex from a Kingdom Perspective
Ben Witherington III

When was the last time you heard a sermon on the theological importance of play? What do rest, eating, studying — and sex — have to do with the Kingdom of God? Strangely, although these activities together take up much of our time, they seldom receive much discussion from a biblical point of view.

In The Rest of Life Ben Witherington explores these subjects in the light of biblical teaching about the Kingdom of God and the Christian hope for the future. He shows why and how all the normal activities of life should be doxological — done to the glory of God and for the edification of others. Focusing as it does on practical, everyday matters in an accessible style, this topical study is ideal for both individual reading and small-group discussion.

“This latest creation of Ben Witherington is a delicious blend of research in Scripture and conversations with theological partners. But what makes this book so helpful is that the subject matter is life, not esoteric theological themes. . . . Witherington makes a unique contribution to the biblical understanding of everyday themes by rooting his discussion in the Kingdom of God. He gives us bifocal lenses so we can look at life both close-up, as it is now, and as it will become in the fullness of God's lovely reign. This is an invigorating book, a delight to read.”

— R. Paul Stevens
author of Work Matters: Lessons from Scripture

Leading God’s People
Wisdom from the Early Church for Today
Christopher A. Beeley

Using the wisdom of the past to address the challenges of the present, Christopher Beeley’s Leading God’s People presents key principles of church leadership as they were taught by great pastor-theologians of the early church, including Gregory of Nazianzus, Ambrose, Augustine, Chrysostom, and Gregory the Great.

“In a religious climate where language about leadership is often regarded as basically a matter of secular managerial intrusion into theology, it is wonderful to have a book like this that roots our thinking about the calling of the Christian leader in the wisdom of the early church. This learned, readable, and very timely book deserves a very warm welcome.”

— Rowan Williams
Archbishop of Canterbury

“A foundational and systematic description of the model of leadership in the early Christian community. The author weaves throughout his book excerpts from the epistles of St. Paul and the writings of the church fathers to illustrate that these early theologians understood the essential need for pastoral virtue, humility, holiness, and inspired preaching for effective church leadership. In particular, St. Augustine's insights are very compelling.”

— Daniel Cardinal DiNardo
Archbishop of Galveston-Houston

“This is a wonderful book, based upon Christopher Beeley's deep love and knowledge of the great fathers of the church, East and West, as well as the practice of ministry within the church. . . . Provides solid guidance to all who are interested in the practice of Christian leadership, both lay and ordained.”

— John Behr
Dean, St. Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary

Called to Lead
Paul’s Letters to Timothy for a New Day
Anthony B. Robinson and Robert W. Wall

In this sequel to their previous volume, Called to Be Church: The Book of Acts for a New Day, pastoral leader Anthony Robinson and biblical scholar Robert Wall expound Paul’s two pastoral letters to Timothy, which contain crucial messages for churches today. Featuring both careful exegetical study and dynamic contemporary exposition, Called to Lead interprets the text of 1 and 2 Timothy as Scripture and applies it to today’s church — without shying away from vexing issues such as the church’s use of money, leadership succession, pastoral authority, and the role of Scripture.

“For a very long time the pastor-to-pastor Pauline letters to Timothy have been marginalized by some and grossly misinterpreted by others. It is now time for us to rediscover these letters and to put them into imaginative conversation with the contemporary realities of church and culture. That is precisely what this fine study accomplishes with exegetical care, theological acumen, and pastoral insight.”

— Michael J. Gorman
St. Mary’s Seminary and University

“Full of down-to-earth biblical wisdom, Called to Lead reminds us that there’s not a leadership issue we can come up with that hasn’t been addressed by Scripture already. . . . The chapter on lay ministry is itself worth the price of the book.”

— Lillian Daniel
coauthor of This Odd and Wondrous Calling

Anthony B. Robinson is founder and president of the Seattle-based Congregational Leadership Northwest and senior consultant for the Atlanta-based Center for Progressive Renewal. His other books include Transforming Congregational Culture.

Robert W. Wall is Paul T. Walls Professor of Scripture and Wesleyan Studies at Seattle Pacific University. He is also the coauthor (with Anthony Robinson) of Called to Be Church: The Book of Acts for a New Day.
Taking Jesus at His Word
What Jesus Really Said in the Sermon on the Mount
Addison Hodges Hart

Blessed are the poor in spirit. A city set on a hill cannot be hid. You cannot serve God and mammon. Judge not, that you be not judged. Though such sayings from Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount are very familiar, many people — including Christians! — struggle to fully understand and follow them. For those who are brave enough to reconsider what Jesus really said, Addison Hodges Hart offers Taking Jesus at His Word.

“Finally, someone who not only studies the Scriptures but also makes sense of them for life here and now, up close and personal! Thanks to Addison Hodges Hart — whose writing is warm, real, and lifting — the Sermon on the Mount comes alive as a veritable template to guide us through the twists and turns of our lives. This is a beautiful book, one that promises to be read over and over again.”

— Joan Chittister

“Addison Hart comes to the Sermon on the Mount seeking bedrock guidance from Jesus for the fundamental question facing all of us, Christian and non-Christian alike: How should I live my life? Hart’s reflections provide thoughtful insights into these bracing teachings of Jesus. This isn’t the last word on the Sermon, but it will help readers find for themselves Jesus’ path of life.”

— Rodney A. Whitacre

Addison Hodges Hart is a retired pastor and college chaplain. He is also the author of Knowing Darkness: On Skepticism, Melancholy, Friendship, and God and The Yoke of Jesus: A School for the Soul in Solitude.


Recently released

Living into Community
Cultivating Practices That Sustain Us
Christine D. Pohl

“Pohl reminds us that we are created for, and in the image of, community — but that doesn’t mean it comes easy. This book is about the holy habits we need to cultivate if we are to experience and sustain real community. She is a wise scholar of community, but she’s also sort of a community groupie — of the best sort — she knows all the cool ‘bands’ and has some amazing stories to tell. This new book is a gift to all of us who are longing to know that we are not alone in the world.”

— Shane Claiborne

4985-4 / pb / 219p / $20.00 [£12.99]

What Shall We Say?
Evil, Suffering, and the Crisis of Faith
Thomas G. Long

“Exploring the historical responses of philosophers and theologians, Long pushes beyond the conventional notion of God’s presence in the midst of suffering to a startling concept of God as warrior, going to combat with evil and suffering. This helpful book should be read by every pastor who lives daily with the mystery of theodicy — and by anyone who has pondered and asked ‘Why?’”

— John Buchanan

6514-4 / hc / 172p / $25.00 [£16.99]
The Juvenilization of American Christianity
Thomas E. Bergler

“One of the key themes within the American church since the 1950s — and particularly since the 1960s — has been the change in how congregations approach youth ministry and youth culture. The Juvenilization of Christianity by Thomas Bergler explores the wide-ranging ramifications of this revolution across the denominational spectrum, examining not only its impact upon young people but also the larger implications — positive and negative — for the entire church. Anyone really trying to understand the dynamics of American Christianity must read this book.”

— Larry Eskridge
Institute for the Study of American Evangelicals, Wheaton College

“The Juvenilization of American Christianity provides a fine history of one of the most significant revolutions in twentieth-century Christianity… Anyone concerned with the church and its ministries can learn from reading this book and reflecting on the changes that Bergler describes.”

— George Marsden
University of Notre Dame

“A fascinating exploration of the places where Christianity and youth culture have intersected… Will certainly be provocative both for the casual reader and for clergy, who may also appreciate the book’s practical suggestions toward a solution.”

— PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“Juvenilization is a long-overdue call to question our means, methods, and message… Bergler shakes us awake and helps us see what’s really happening in our youth ministries and churches.”

— Walt Mueller
Center for Parent/Youth Understanding

Thomas E. Bergler is associate professor of ministry and missions at Huntington University, Indiana, where he has taught youth ministry courses for eleven years. He has considerable firsthand experience in various youth ministries and serves as senior associate editor for The Journal of Youth Ministry.

Amplifying Our Witness
Giving Voice to Adolescents with Developmental Disabilities
Benjamin T. Conner

“One of the most astonishing books on Christian formation, youth ministry, and mission that I have ever read… This is not a book about how to do ministry with youth with disabilities; it is about how they are in ministry with us. Brimming with stories of young people you might have overlooked. Amplifying Our Witness reads effortlessly yet plunges us into the deepest questions of what it means to be human, to be Christian, and to be someone who bears God’s image. This book did not just move me — it changed me.”

— Kenda Creasy Dean
author of Practicing Passion and Almost Christian

“Benjamin Conner here calls attention to what it means for the church to minister to and receive the ministry of adolescents across the ability spectrum. This powerful book will transform the way we think about the missio Dei in a world of differing abilities!”

— Amos Yong
author of The Bible, Disability, and the Church

“Disability theology hasn’t had a serious conversation with missiology — until now… With scholarly sensitivity and missiological precision Conner offers an important contribution not only to the fields of practical theology, mission studies, and disability theology but also to the life of the whole church as it seeks to be a community of friendship and faithfulness. This book will make a difference.”

— John Swinton
University of Aberdeen

Benjamin T. Conner has worked with adolescents for twenty years and currently runs a ministry to adolescents with developmental disabilities in Williamsburg, Virginia. He has taught courses at Union Presbyterian Seminary and at Memphis Theological Seminary through the Center for Youth Ministry Training and is the author of Practicing Witness: A Missional Vision of Christian Practices (Eerdmans).


Dementia
Living in the Memories of God
John Swinton

Dementia is one of the most feared diseases in Western society today. Some have even gone so far as to suggest euthanasia as a solution to the perceived indignity of memory loss and the disorientation that accompanies it.

In this book John Swinton develops a practical theology of dementia for caregivers, people with dementia, ministers, hospital chaplains, and medical practitioners as he explores two primary questions: Who am I when I’ve forgotten who I am? What does it mean to love God and be loved by God when I have forgotten who God is?

Offering compassionate, carefully considered theological and pastoral responses to dementia and forgetfulness, Swinton’s Dementia: Living in the Memories of God redefines dementia in light of the transformative counter-story that is the gospel.

“John Swinton has clearly become the premier pastoral theologian of our time. In this book on dementia he approaches this troubled topic with his usual thoroughness, engaging the science with an unapologetic theological voice. This book will become a classic.”

— Stanley Hauerwas
Duke Divinity School

“For the last decade of her life my first wife, Ann, couldn’t speak — not because she couldn’t move her lips but because she could no longer work out what to say. She had dementia… I love Swinton’s statement that people such as Ann ‘remain tightly held within the memories of God,’ and I resonate with his description of the church as ‘a living body of remembering friends.’ Indeed, as I read this book, I kept saying ‘Yes, Yes, Yes!’”

— John Goldingay
Fuller Theological Seminary

John Swinton is professor of practical theology and pastoral care at the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, and founding director of the Centre for Spirituality, Health, and Disability at Aberdeen. His other books include Resurrecting the Person, Disability in the Christian Tradition (see page 17), Living Well and Dying Faithfully, and Raging with Compassion.

978-0-8028-6716-2 / paperback / 308 pages $25.00 / November
UK & Europe rights: SCM-Canterbury
The Moral Disciple
An Introduction to Christian Ethics
Kent A. Van Til
Foreword by Richard J. Mouw

“This gem of a volume expertly introduces the rich subject matter of Christian ethics in a lucid and appealing format. Kent Van Til’s scholarly knowledge, pedagogical skill, and lively faith make this text a joy to read. Highly recommended!”

— Christine Firer Hinze
Fordham University

“Van Til’s primer on Christian ethics introduces students not only to the vocabulary of Christian ethics but also to a broader range of issues surrounding moral agency, moral norms, and moral consequences — and offers a variety of ways of dealing with these issues.

No less importantly, The Moral Disciple attends to Scripture and invites readers to a richer practice of ‘moral discipleship.’”

— Allen Verhey
Duke Divinity School

“With wonderfully readable sentences and vivid illustrations, Van Til offers clear, useful, and comprehensive conceptual distinctions and applies concepts to familiar contemporary issues and ideas, inviting response and discussion. Anyone seeking an introduction to Christian ethics will be grateful for this brief volume.”

— Harlan Beckley
Washington and Lee University

“A gem of a textbook that shows how exciting ethics is and how it relates to economics, politics, the arts, and hard science.”

— Daniel C. Maguire
Marquette University

“I wish I had been able to assign this fine book by Kent Van Til to my ethics classes when I first started teaching college students over four decades ago. . . . Reading this book has made me more sensitive to the need for more moral honesty in my own soul!”

— Richard J. Mouw (from foreword)
Fuller Theological Seminary

Kent A. Van Til has taught at Hope College, Kuyper College, Marquette University, and ESEPA Seminary in Costa Rica. He is also the author of Less Than Two Dollars a Day: A Christian View of World Poverty and the Free Market.

Should We Live Forever?
The Ethical Ambiguities of Aging
Gilbert Meilaender

In Should We Live Forever? Christian ethicist Gilbert Meilaender puzzles over the implications of the medical advances that have lengthened the human life span, wrestling with what this quest for living longer means for our conception of living well and completely. As he points out in his introduction, “That we often desire, even greedily desire, longer life is clear; whether what we desire is truly desirable is harder to say.” Meilaender argues that a thirst for indefinitely more life, and for a life in which aging and decline are significantly slowed, is surely appealing in many ways and should not simply be resisted, but neither should it be uncritically applauded. If human life is an embodied, organic life, he says, we might suppose that even a flourishing life must include the sort of aging and decline that marks organic life generally. Still more, if human beings are created for life with God, prolongation of this life, however long, may not really satisfy the thirst that moves us.

The six chapters of this book take multiple perspectives on issues surrounding aging and invite readers thoughtfully to consider whether “indefinately more life” is something worth pursuing.

Gilbert Meilaender is Phyllis and Richard Duesenberg Professor in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University, Indiana. His other books include Neither Beast Nor God: The Dignity of the Human Person and The Way That Leads There: Augustinian Reflections on the Christian Life. He served on the President’s Council on Bioethics from 2002 to 2009.

978-0-8028-6669-5 / paperback / 127 pages
$18.00 [£11.99] / January

Bible, Gender, Sexuality
Reframing the Church’s Debate on Same-Sex Relationships
James V. Brownson
Foreword by Wes Granberg-Michaelson

In Bible, Gender, Sexuality James Brownson argues that Christians should reconsider whether or not the biblical strictures against same-sex relations as defined in the ancient world should apply to contemporary, committed same-sex relationships. He says that the church is stuck on the question of homosexuality, and at the center of this “stuckness” is the question of how we use Scripture in the debate over same-sex relationships. Traditionalists fear that if we can’t follow what they believe to be the “plain sense” of the biblical text on this issue, the church will lose its basic moral grounding. Revisionists fear that if we can’t recognize the work of the Spirit in sanctifying gay and lesbian relationships, we will miss a profoundly new work of God in our time.

Brownson focuses primarily on the Bible while holding together both traditionalist and revisionist concerns. He carefully analyzes each of the seven main texts that appear to address intimate same-sex relations. In the process, he explores key concepts that inform our understanding of the biblical texts, including patriarchy, complementarity, purity and impurity, honor and shame. Central to his argument is the need to uncover the moral logic behind the biblical text. Written in order to serve and inform the ongoing debate in many denominations over the questions of homosexuality, Brownson’s in-depth study will prove a useful resource for Christians who want to form a considered opinion on this important issue.

James V. Brownson is the James and Jean Cook Professor of New Testament at Western Theological Seminary, Holland, Michigan, where he has taught since 1989. An ordained minister in the Reformed Church in America, he is also the author of The Promise of Baptism: An Introduction to Baptism in Scripture and the Reformed Tradition (Eerdmans).
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Bioethics
A Primer for Christians
Third Edition
Gilbert Meilaender

In language that is theologically informed, straightforward, and clear, Gilbert Meilaender’s Bioethics discusses a wide range of pressing bioethical issues: assisted reproduction, abortion, gene therapy and genetic research, prenatal screening, suicide and euthanasia, treatment refusal and decision making, organ donation, and participation in research projects. Meilaender explores the difficulties surrounding each issue and offers a clear statement of how Christians ought to think about them. Throughout he stresses the importance of care for the weakest members of our community and the hope that we have, despite our inability to eliminate all suffering, because we have a God who suffers with us.

This third edition of Meilaender’s primer in Christian bioethics retains the basic structure of the first two editions while updating information on such matters as increased demand for and pressure to find organs for organ donation, recent progress with use of induced pluripotent stem cells as an alternative to embryonic stem cells, and protecting Christian conscience in the practice of medicine as doctors come under legal pressure to provide treatment that is against their conscience.

Meilaender’s Bioethics continues to provide a much-needed discussion of how Christian vision and central Christian beliefs can and should shape our thinking about key issues in bioethics. It also offers a perspective from which we can appreciate both the blessings and the limits of modern medicine.

Gilbert Meilaender is the Duesenberg Professor in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University, Indiana.
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On Moral Medicine
Theological Perspectives in Medical Ethics
Third Edition
Edited by M. Therese Lysaught and Joseph J. Kotva Jr.
with Stephen E. Lammers and Allen Verhey

“Since 1987 On Moral Medicine has been the indispensable anthology for anyone teaching or studying bioethics. This long-awaited third edition introduces us to new and urgent topics concerning social responsibility, embodiment, and vulnerability and engages human subjects not previously considered: children, people with mental illness, the aging and elderly, and people with disabilities…. In short, the editors offer us a surfeit of vital and relevant insights and a worthy companion for those facing the often-confounding contemporary agenda called medical ethics.”

— James F. Keenan, S. J.
Boston College

“On Moral Medicine is quite simply the single most authoritative sourcebook on Christian medical ethics in the English language today. Not just recommended — indispensable!”

— David P. Gushee
Mercer University

“This will be the definitive teaching resource for Christian bioethics and related courses for the next decade. Lysaught and Kotva are two of the most pedagogically astute and pastorally aware scholars of their generation. They are as wise as they are smart. This volume is a gift to those of us who strive for clarity in a confounding field.”

— Amy Laura Hall
Duke Divinity School

“On Moral Medicine will remain an invaluable resource for those who teach and study the practice of medicine as a testament to our most fundamental commitments.”

— Sondra Wheeler
Wesley Theological Seminary

M. Therese Lysaught is associate professor and director of graduate studies in theology at Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Joseph J. Kotva Jr. teaches Christian ethics at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary and philosophy at Indiana University, South Bend.
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The Sacredness of Human Life
Why an Ancient Biblical Vision Is Key to the World’s Future
David P. Gushee

This amazing book is simply the most comprehensive examination ever of the sacredness of human life. David Gushee’s Sacredness of Human Life will become the indispensable source for all future discussions of the biblical roots, theological elaborations, and historical affirmations and rejections of the concept that each and every human life is of unique and incalculable worth and inviolable dignity. Gushee’s substantial study covers a wide array of current ethical challenges — biotechnology, the death penalty, human rights, nuclear weapons, just war theory, creation care, and much more.

“I am continually struck by the quality, depth, and fluency of David Gushee’s thinking on the sacredness of human life. Sacredness of Human Life will stand as the magisterial work on the biblical foundations of this modern phenomenon.”

— Charles Camosy
Fordham University

“This is the most significant book I have ever seen about what it really means to say that human life is sacred. It combines conservative loyalty to preserving the sacredness of human life with liberal loyalty to caring for the basic needs of life.”

— Glen Stassen
Fuller Theological Seminary

David P. Gushee is distinguished university professor of Christian ethics and director of the Center for Theology and Public Life at Mercer University, Atlanta, Georgia.

978-0-8028-4420-0 / hardcover / 454 pages
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Wounded Visions
Unity, Justice, and Peace in the World Church after 1968
Jonas Jonson
Translated by Norman A. Hjelm

In Wounded Visions Jonas Jonson, who was directly involved with the ecumenical movement for forty years, offers an inside look at an ever-changing global Christianity. Reviewing worldwide political changes and developments in ecumenism from the 1960s to the present, Jonson discusses the decolonization of mission, interreligious relations, “God’s preferential option for the poor,” and unity in diversity. He also maps the global ecumenical landscape and presents “the fourth church” — charismatic, Pentecostal, and evangelical movements of the twentieth century.

How did the ecumenical movement respond to the fall of communism, the opening of China, and the globalization of financial markets? Why did so many big churches, caught in the whirlwind of change, retreat from their ecumenical commitments in order to promote and protect their own interests? Jonson addresses these questions and more in this comprehensive review of global Christianity and the ecumenical movement.

Jonas Jonson is bishop emeritus of the Diocese of Strängnäs, Church of Sweden.

978-0-8028-6778-0 / paperback / 198 pages / $40.00 (£26.99) / January

Celebrating a Century of Ecumenism
Exploring the Achievements of International Dialogue
John A. Radano, editor
Foreword by Walter Cardinal Kasper

Celebrating a Century of Ecumenism brings readers up to date on one hundred years of global dialogue between many different church traditions, including Anglican, Lutheran, Methodist, Roman Catholic, Pentecostal, Evangelical, Orthodox, Baptist, Disciples of Christ, Oriental Orthodox, and more. Eighteen essays by authors representing a wide spectrum of denominational interests outline the achievements of this movement toward church unity.

Contributors

John A. Radano is adjunct professor in the School of Theology at Seton Hall University, South Orange, New Jersey.

978-0-8028-6705-6 / paperback / 356 pages / $40.00 (£26.99) / Available

After Vatican II
Trajectories and Hermeneutics
Edited by James Heft, S.M.
with John O’Malley, S.J.

“These essays recognize that the historical and cultural context of the Second Vatican Council should shape the interpretation of the resultant texts. After Vatican II shows that the hackneyed focus on the vexed issue of the ‘spirit’ vs. the ‘letter’ of the text is a blunder: the ‘letter’ cannot be interpreted apart from the acts issuing those ‘letters,’ and the ‘spirit’ cannot be discerned without understanding the trajectories leading into and resulting from the inspired conciliar actions. After Vatican II makes a sterling contribution to the ongoing reception of the act and acts of Vatican II.”

— Terrence W. Tilley
Fordham University

Contributors
John Connelly, Massimo Faggioli, James L. Heft, M. Cathleen Kaveny, Joseph A. Komonchak, John O’Malley, Francis A. Sullivan, Darlene Fozard Weaver, Robin Darling Young.

James L. Heft, S.M., is Alton Brooks Professor of Religion and president of the Institute for Advanced Catholic Studies at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

John O’Malley, S.J., is University Professor in the Theology Department of Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.

978-0-8028-6731-5 / paperback / 216 pages / $40.00 (£26.99) / Available

Worship as Repentance
Lutheran Liturgical Traditions and Catholic Consensus
Walter Sundberg

“American Protestantism is so reflective of the moods of American secular culture that the words ‘sin’ and ‘repentance’ are increasingly banished as dirty language. Sundberg revisits his premise numerous times in this book: the fundamental purpose of worship is to call Christians to self-examination and repentance. …Sober? Yes. Realistic? Without question. Negative? Not really. Repentance is the gateway liturgical act to the renewed life. It’s bad news, sure. But this bad news opens the door to good news. For grace to be grace, sin has to be sin.”

— Tom Raabe
editor at Eerdmans Publishing Co.

Walter Sundberg is professor of church history at Luther Seminary, St. Paul, Minnesota, and an ordained Lutheran pastor.

978-0-8028-6732-2 / paperback / 206 pages / $18.00 (£11.99) / Available
The Meaning of Christian Liturgy
Recent Developments in the Church of Sweden
Oloph Bexell, editor
Foreword by Gordon W. Lathrop

The Church of Sweden is the largest Lutheran church body in the world, with 6.5 million members—about 70% of the Swedish population. The Meaning of Christian Liturgy explains and illuminates the changes that have occurred in the liturgy of the Church of Sweden from 1980 to 2000. In the process, this volume addresses a number of questions of immense importance not only within Sweden but also for Christian churches in the English-speaking world.

“How do we faithfully relate tradition to present reality? What role does anthropology play in our theological constructs? Do human ‘needs’ trump historic theology or confessional ecclesiology? How important is the human body in worship? How does the individual relate to the community? All of these questions and more are present here. The very fact of these questions, of deep importance to us in North America as to Christians throughout the world, being raised in an alternative setting . . . may enable us to think about them afresh and to think about them together with these several remarkable companions.”

— Gordon W. Lathrop (from foreword)
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The Meaning of Christian Liturgy
Recent Developments in the Church of Sweden
Oloph Bexell, editor
Foreword by Gordon W. Lathrop

The Church of Sweden is the largest Lutheran church body in the world, with 6.5 million members—about 70% of the Swedish population. The Meaning of Christian Liturgy explains and illuminates the changes that have occurred in the liturgy of the Church of Sweden from 1980 to 2000. In the process, this volume addresses a number of questions of immense importance not only within Sweden but also for Christian churches in the English-speaking world.

“How do we faithfully relate tradition to present reality? What role does anthropology play in our theological constructs? Do human ‘needs’ trump historic theology or confessional ecclesiology? How important is the human body in worship? How does the individual relate to the community? All of these questions and more are present here. The very fact of these questions, of deep importance to us in North America as to Christians throughout the world, being raised in an alternative setting . . . may enable us to think about them afresh and to think about them together with these several remarkable companions.”

— Gordon W. Lathrop (from foreword)
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C. Randall Bradley

C. Randall Bradley is the Ben H. Williams Professor of Music and director of the church music program at Baylor University, Waco, Texas. His other books include From Postlude to Prelude: Music Ministry's Other Six Days.
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Preaching Christ from Daniel
Foundations for Expository Sermons
Sidney Greidanus

Although the stories of Daniel are favorites for Sunday school children, the book of Daniel with its apocalyptic chapters (7–12) is one of the most difficult Old Testament books for preachers. In Preaching Christ from Daniel Sidney Greidanus shows preachers and teachers how to prepare expository messages from the six narratives and four visions of Daniel. Using the most up-to-date biblical scholarship, Greidanus addresses foundational issues such as the date of composition, the author(s) and original audience of the book, its overall message and goal, and various ways of preaching Christ from Daniel. Throughout his book Greidanus puts front and center God’s sovereignty, providence, and coming kingdom.

Each chapter contains building blocks for constructing expository sermons and lessons, including useful information on the context, themes, and goal of each literary unit, links between Daniel and the New Testament, how to formulate the sermon theme and goal, an exposition of every verse in the preaching text, ideas from other commentators, contemporary application, and much more. In addition, three appendixes are included: “Ten Steps from Text to Sermon,” “An Expository Sermon Model,” and two sermons prepared and preached by Greidanus’s former student Rev. Ryan Faber.

Preaching Christ from Daniel will not only assist preachers in dealing with difficult texts from Daniel but also serve as an excellent model for preaching Christ from any Old Testament book.

Sidney Greidanus is professor emeritus of preaching at Calvin Theological Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan. His other books include The Modern Preacher and the Ancient Text, Preaching Christ from Ecclesiastes, and Preaching Christ from the Old Testament.
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New paperback edition

The Intolerance of Tolerance
D. A. Carson

Tolerance currently occupies a very high place in Western societies: it is considered gauche, even boorish, to question it. In The Intolerance of Tolerance, however, questioning tolerance — or, at least, contemporary understandings of tolerance — is exactly what D. A. Carson does.

Carson traces the subtle but enormous shift in the way we have come to understand tolerance over recent years — from defending the rights of those who hold different beliefs to affirming all beliefs as equally valid and correct. He looks back at the history of this shift and discusses its implications for culture today, especially its bearing on democracy, discussions about good and evil, and Christian truth claims.

Using real-life examples that will sometimes arouse laughter and sometimes make the blood boil, Carson argues not only that the “new tolerance” is socially dangerous and intellectually debilitating but also that it actually leads to genuine intolerance of all who struggle to hold fast to their beliefs.

“Not to hear and heed Carson is to enter a nightmarish world in which zeal to discern truth is replaced by zeal to keep anyone from claiming anything is really true.”

— Bryan Chapell
Covenant Theological Seminary

“Not to understand tolerance is to miss the mark. . . . Important matters are at stake here, and Carson cogently explains why they are so urgent.”

— Michael Cromartie
Ethics and Public Policy Center

D. A. Carson is research professor of New Testament at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Deerfield, Illinois. He has written or edited more than fifty other books, including The Gagging of God: Christianity Confronts Pluralism and Becoming Conversant with the Emerging Church.
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Recently released

Teaching and Christian Practices
Reshaping Faith and Learning
David I. Smith and James K. A. Smith, editors

“Christian professors who seek to integrate their faith into their teaching often lack wise guides. Fortunately, David I. Smith and James K. A. Smith here provide a work in which thoughtful Christian teachers lead readers through reflections upon their own efforts to transform their pedagogical habits by incorporating unique Christian practices. As I read and pondered these insightful stories, I found myself constantly rethinking my own teaching routines. This book represents Christian educational philosophy at its practical best.”

— Perry L. Glanzer

6685-1 / pb / 237p / $22.00 (£14.99)

A Time to Embrace
Same-Sex Relationships in Religion, Law, and Politics
Second Edition
William Stacy Johnson

“A Time to Embrace is nothing less than a tour de force. . . . This is a book for everyone in the church, from those completely new to the debates about same-sex relationships to those who have long been in the thick of the controversy.”

— THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY

6695-0 / pb / 390p / $20.00 (£12.99)

How the Church Fails Businesspeople
(and what can be done about it)
John C. Knapp

“There are over 2,000 Bible verses that address business, yet how often do we hear a message in church that relates to business in any practical way? John Knapp’s excellent book presents a much-needed wake-up call for pastors, churches, and Christian businesspeople alike.”

— Wes Cantrell

6369-0 / pb / 192p / $15.00 (£10.99)

Princeton Seminary in American Religion and Culture
James H. Moorhead

“The life of Princeton Theological Seminary spans a momentous two centuries in the history of the United States and a period just as momentous for Reformed faith in America and abroad. James Moorhead’s excellently researched study brings that history to life. . . . This fine book deserves a wide readership.”

— Mark A. Noll
author of The Rise of Evangelicalism: The Age of Edwards, Whitefield, and the Wesleys

“James Moorhead relates the deeply human story of Princeton Seminary’s two hundred years of intellectual and spiritual challenge, change, and perseverance. Historians, clergy, seminarians, and general readers will all welcome this fascinating and accessible account.”

— Daniel Walker Howe
author of the Pulitzer Prize–winning What Hath God Wrought: The Transformation of America, 1815–1848

“Moorhead’s deep learning, sharp analytical eye, and humane understanding have yielded a scintillating intellectual biography of Princeton Seminary. He places the lives and ideas that shaped the two hundred years of this remarkable institution within the context of the wider religious and cultural forces with which it has been sometimes in dialogue, sometimes in conflict. This is institutional history of the very best kind.”

— Christine Leigh Heyrman
author of Lincoln: A Life of Purpose and Power

James H. Moorhead is Mary McIntosh Bridge Professor of American Church History at Princeton Theological Seminary and senior editor of The Journal of Presbyterian History.
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**The Spiritual in the Secular**  
*Missionaries and Knowledge about Africa*  
Patrick Harries and David Maxwell, editors

“Serious scholarship has long moved past the stereotype of missionaries as bumbling colonialists mindlessly serving the interests of hegemonic imperialism. But not until this book has the significant contribution of missionaries to careful scientific investigation been properly probed. Backed by unusually careful research, these chapters show how missionary mastery of local knowledge has contributed significantly to a wide range of sciences — geology, ethnography, social anthropology, linguistics, and more.” — Mark A. Noll

**Contributors**


**Patrick Harries** is professor of African history at the University of Basel, Switzerland.

**David Maxwell** is Dixie Professor of Ecclesiastical History at Cambridge University and Fellow of Emmanuel College.
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**Light on Darkness?**  
*Missionary Photography of Africa in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries*  
T. Jack Thompson

A leading historian of African Christianity, T. Jack Thompson in this volume revisits the body of photography generated by British missionaries to sub-Saharan Africa in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and he demonstrates that much more is going on in these images than meets the eye. *Light on Darkness?* offers a careful reassessment of missionary photographers, their photographs, and their African and European audiences. Several dozen fascinating photographs from the period are included.

**T. Jack Thompson** is former director of the Centre for the Study of Christianity in the Non-Western World at the University of Edinburgh.
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**Library of Religious Biography**  
Mark A. Noll, Nathan O. Hatch, and Allen C. Guelzo, series editors

**Abraham Kuyper**  
*Modern Calvinist, Christian Democrat*  
James D. Bratt

Foreword by Mark A. Noll

This is the first full-scale English-language biography of the highly influential and astonishingly multifaceted Abraham Kuyper (1857–1920) — theologian, minister, newspaper editor, educational innovator, politician, Calvinist reformer, and prime minister of the Netherlands from 1901 to 1905. The foremost American scholar of Dutch Calvinism, James D. Bratt knowledgeably tells the story of Kuyper's remarkable life and work. Bratt’s narrative traces the origin and development of Kuyper's signature concepts — common grace, Christian worldview, sphere sovereignty, Christian engagement with contemporary culture — in the dynamic context of his life's story.

Bratt has based his account on primary sources from the whole spectrum of Kuyper’s writings, ranging from high theology and political theory to social commentary and biblical meditations. He draws off the rich body of Dutch scholarship on Kuyper but casts him in the broad international context of his times to make him understandable and relevant for English-speaking audiences. Further, Bratt uniquely recaptures the progressive, sometimes radical, dimensions of Kuyper’s political and social thought. Abraham Kuyper: Modern Calvinist, Christian Democrat will prove to be the definitive biography of this major figure whose ideas and influence extend far beyond his own time and place.

**James D. Bratt** is professor of history at Calvin College and coeditor of Perspectives: A Journal of Reformed Thought. His other books include Dutch Calvinism in Modern America and Abraham Kuyper: A Centennial Reader.
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**The Historical Series of the Reformed Church in America**  
Donald J. Bruggink, general editor

**Sing to the Lord a New Song**  
*Choirs in the Worship and Culture of the Dutch Reformed Church in America, 1785–1860*  
David M. Tripold

“Tripold has written an engaging and wide-ranging book using the institutional choir as a lens through which to observe the liturgical history of the Dutch Reformed Church. . . . The included CD will allow readers to hear the music of the time, a rarely recorded repertoire.” — Anne B. Yardley

“An absorbing account of how Reformed psalm-singing evolved into a broader experience of church music that was thoroughly American without entirely losing its Dutch accent — and an essential read for anyone interested in American church music.” — Robin A. Leaver

**David M. Tripold** is chair of the Department of Music and Theatre Arts and associate professor at Monmouth University, West Long Branch, New Jersey.

978-0-8028-6874-9 / paperback / audio CD of choral music / 298 pages / $36.00 [£23.99]
Summoned from the Margin
Homecoming of an African
Lamin Sanneh

“At once brave, lyrical, and profoundly moving, this book traces the life of one of the world’s great scholars. Lamin Sanneh illuminates the contours of an African childhood, the relationships between Islam and Christianity, and the ongoing challenges of bridging racial and cultural differences. This powerful memoir is both a timely commentary on issues in world Christianity and a timeless masterpiece of the human spirit.”

— Dana L. Robert
Boston University

Lamin Sanneh is D. Willis James Professor of World Christianity at Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut. His previous books include Disciples of All Nations: Pillars of World Christianity and Whose Religion Is Christianity?
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Dissident for Life
Alexander Ogorodnikov and the Struggle for Religious Freedom in Russia
Koenraad De Wolf

This book by Koenraad De Wolf tells the fascinating story of longtime Russian dissident Alexander Ogorodnikov, born in 1950 — from Communist youth to religious dissident, from the Gulag and back again. Ogorodnikov’s courage has touched people from every walk of life, including famous world leaders such as Bill Clinton, Ronald Reagan, and Margaret Thatcher.

In the 1970s Ogorodnikov performed a feat without precedent in the Soviet Union: he organized thousands of Protestant, Orthodox, and Catholic Christians in a secret underground group called the Christian Seminar. When given the option to leave the country rather than face the KGB, he firmly declined because he wanted to change “his” Russia from the inside out. His willingness to sacrifice himself meant that when he was imprisoned, he was parted from his wife and newborn child.

Ogorodnikov spent nine years in the Gulag, barely surviving the horrors he encountered there. Despite persecution, he refused to compromise his convictions and went on to found the first free school in the Soviet Union as well as the first soup kitchen and the first shelter for orphans, among other accomplishments. Still today he continues to carry on his struggle, often all alone. Readers will be amazed and inspired by De Wolf’s authoritative account of Ogorodnikov’s life and work.

“Alexander Ogorodnikov’s life story is far from over, but it testifies to a rare courage and sacrifice. It is our duty to tell it to all generations.”

— David Alton (from foreword)

Koenraad De Wolf is the author of thirty-two books and dozens of articles. Since 2000 he has worked as a journalist with the Belgian weekly Tertio.
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Acceptable Words
Prayers for the Writer
Gary D. Schmidt and Elizabeth Stickney, editors

A singular anthology, Acceptable Words offers prayers that correspond with each stage of the writer’s work — from finding inspiration to penning the first words to offering the completed work to God. Gary Schmidt and Elizabeth Stickney, experienced writers themselves, introduce each chapter of select prayers with pithy and empathetic reflections to encourage writers in their craft.

This welcome spiritual resource for writers includes both ancient and contemporary poems and prayers — some written especially for this volume — putting into words the variety of emotions that writers may feel along the way. A thoughtful gift for any writer, Acceptable Words will ably accompany writers on their spiritual journey, lending words of praise and petition specifically crafted to suit their unique vocation.

Includes excerpts from these authors:

Gary D. Schmidt is an English professor at Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan, and a prolific author of children’s literature and young adult fiction. His books Lizzie Bright and the Buckminster Boy and The Wednesday Wars each received a Newbery Honor Award, and his Okay for Now won a Children’s Choice Book Award.

Elizabeth Stickney is the author of The Loving Arms of God. She lives on a farm in Alto, Michigan, with her husband, Gary Schmidt, and their children.
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Finding God
A Treasury of Conversion Stories
John M. Mulder, editor

“For years, I have used these conversion accounts both as a source of meditation and as a resource for instruction. John Mulder’s judicious expansion of the earlier volume makes this collection even more valuable than before.” — Randall Balmer
author of Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory: A Journey into the Evangelical Subculture in America

“What wonderful testimonies to conversion, to God’s meeting people where they are and turning what they already have toward Jesus Christ. This book shows some remarkable people searching for and finding God, but it is at least as much about God’s finding them and drawing them in. The best thing about this expanded edition is that it includes more accounts from the global South and East. Those contexts are quite different, but the Savior’s voice and touch reach people in those regions in ways that make our hearts burn with recognition here.” — Joel Carpenter
author of Revive Us Again: The Reawakening of American Fundamentalism

“Finding God contains powerful narratives that will be of value not only to people of faith but also to social scientists like me whose research interests come again and again to questions about conversion, why it happens, and what it means. Mulder’s own story, courageously included here as an afterword, is especially to be treasured.” — Robert Wuthnow
author of After Heaven: Spirituality in America since the 1950s

John M. Mulder is the former president and professor of historical theology at Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary.
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Holy Days
Meditations on the Feasts, Fasts, and Other Solemnities of the Church
Pope Benedict XVI

Edited and annotated by Jean-Michel Coulet
Introduction and annotations translated by David C. Schindler

According to Pope Benedict XVI, “the liturgical year is a great voyage of faith on which the Church sets us out.” The feast days in the Church’s liturgical calendar follow the major events of Jesus’ life as recounted in the Gospels. This cycle gives a rhythm to the life of the Church and helps Christians better understand the divine mystery. Especially in our secularized society, liturgical practices guide and deepen our path, centering our focus on Christ and teaching us how to live.

Beginning with Advent and concluding with the feast of Christ the King, Pope Benedict’s Holy Days presents excerpts from selected homilies that he has given over the course of the liturgical year in Rome. The book is organized by season and feast days, with brief introductions. This short volume will be a welcome resource for priests and parishioners seeking to focus their minds in preparation for worship.

Pope Benedict XVI, born Joseph Alois Ratzinger, is the 265th and reigning Pope of the Roman Catholic Church. He has been Dean of the College of Cardinals, Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith, and President of the International Theological Commission. An outstanding theologian, he has also enjoyed a distinguished teaching career at such universities as Tübingen and Regensburg in his home country of Germany.
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